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ATTENTION AMD MEMORY IN CONCEPT LEARNING AS A FUNCTION 
OF TASK COMPLEXITT AND AGE

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

lie majority of the theorising and research directed 
toward the study of cognitive and conceptual development has e^ha- 
aised the premise that there are basic changes occurring in the 
thinking processes of the child as he matures. Some of these 
approaches stress the role of the development of symbolic processes. 
For eza^tle, Piaget (e.g., Flavell, 1963) emphasises the operations 
that carry out the symbolic processes and the rules by which the 
child brings these operations together to form logical systems of 
cognition. The médiational approaches also place high value on the 
symbolisation process. Pavlov's "second signal system" has been 
concerned with that part of behavior that depends on verbal stimuli 
and verbal responses. In 1934 Vygotslqr (1962) presented a theory 
of conceptual development, dealing with the relationship between 
thought and language, which considered the child capable of thinking 
when he was sble to use his own verbal processes to control his 
behavior. Closely related to these two Russian medlatlonal views is 
that of Kendler and Kendler (1962) who stress the role of internal
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2
Mtdlatiog links in the form of intemsl or implicit verbal responses.

These views have ell concentrated on changes in cognitive 
functioning with age that ere associated with the course of language 
development and functional differences in the role of verbalisation. 
Ihou^ Piaget does not appear to fall within this category, he is 
placed here as he relied heavily on children's verbalisations and 
ability to verbalise for the development of his theory. The Kendler 
approach was not originally associated with the verbalisation process; 
the subject was seen as having two tasks in a conceptual situation:
1) orienting himself toward a particular dimension of the stimulus 
material and 2) coebining responses to particular values of that 
dimension (Kendler, Glucksberg, and Keston, 1961). However, with 
studies finding an association between verbalisation and performance 
on these tasks (Kendler and Kendler, 1962) and with support from the 
Isnguage relativity hypothesis (Whorf, 1956), this view is generally 
interpreted in terms of a verbal mediational hypothesis.

In recent years there has been dissatisfaction with the 
emphasis on the role of verbalisation and language development per se 
ss being the primary or only underlying process connected with 
changes in conceptual and cognitive performance. Attention has been 
shifting to the possible role of other processes which may or may not 
be interrelated to the verbalization process, but which are related 
to overall changes in cognitive development.

One of the primary tools used to study the development of 
conceptual processes has been the reversal and nonreversal shift 
paradigm as developed by the Kendlers (e.g. 1962). In these concept
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shift studlss the subject is presented stimuli vsrying in several 
dimensions (such as color and sise). Each dimension has two or more 
levels (e.g.» color - red or blue). Ihe subject is typically required 
to respond to, or identify the levels in one of the dimensions. At 
somm point in the training of the problem the feedback changes and the 
subject has to reverse his responses or respond to other aspects of 
the stimuli. Interest is generally directed toward the subject's 
performsnce in this second phase of task performance. In the reversal 
shift situation, the subject is required to respond to the same 
dimension as before but the overt choices are reversed (i.e., if "large" 
was the correct response in the first phase, "small" is the correct 
response in the shift phase). In the nonreversal shift, a previously 
irrelevant dimension becomes relevant (i.e., if sise was the relevant 
dimension in phase 1, color might become the relevant dimension in 
phase 2).

Single unit S-k theory would predict that the nonreversal 
shift task should be easier than the reversal shift task (i.e., in 
the reversel shift the former responses are incorrect 100% of the time, 
while in the nonreversal shift the former responses are incorrect 
only 50% of the time as "large" and "small" occur equally often 
with each color). Ibis single unit S-R prediction was found to hold 
for preschool subjects but not for college subjects (Kendler and 
Kendler, 1962; Kendler and D'Amato, 1955). Fhrther, it was found that 
in the vicinity of 5- to 7-years-of-age, a change occurred from the 
reversal to nonreversal shift.

The Kendlers felt that these results could adequately be
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accounted for by Incorporating a mediational link into the S-R unit 
(i.e., an interval r-a unit between the S and the R). In terme of 
mediational theory, the inner-connecting links for the two situations 
(reversal and nonreversal shifts) differ considerably. In the reversal 
shift situation, the subject would use the same mediational hypothesis 
that he used in the pretraioing session; he just has to change his 
overt response. For the nonreversal situation the subject has to 
acquire a new mediational hypothesis in addition to changing his 
overt response. In such a situation, mediational theory would predict 
that the reversal shift is the easiest, while the single unit S-R 
approach would predict that the nonreversal shift is easier. Thus 
the Kendler approach esplains the changes in performance as a function 
of age in terms of the development of the mediational mechanism.

In regard to the concept-shift paradigm, the outgrowth of 
Kendler*s reversal non-reversal shift which has received the majority 
of eiqphasis in this country, at least two other hypotheses have been 
offered to eiqplain what is occurring. Tighe and Ti^e (1966) postulate 
the iaportance of the role of perceptual factors. According to their 
view, the young child cannot analyze the stimuli into stimulus dimen
sions; his analysis is characterized by less well differentiated 
complexes or stimulus co^>ounds. Zeaman and House (1963), with the 
dimensional-observing response hypothesis, propose that the factors 
operating in the Kendler shift situation are primarily attentional 
in nature. A recent review by Wolff (1967) concludes that attentional 
factors are the primary forces operating in the shift situation; that 
the verbalisation and perceptual-differentiation hypotheses are not.
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in general, the crucial factura. Ifolff feels that studies that are 
supposedly demonstrating the role of the effects of verbalisation are 
limited to the cases in which overt verbalisation was utilised to 
direct attention to specific aspects of the stimulus material.

Some other recent theorising efforts stress processes other 
than the verbalisation process per se. Bruner (1964) eiqihasises the 
role of memory functions in his conception of changes in cognitive 
growth as being a function of reliance on different types of "repre
sentations." In his view, past events are first represented to the 
child through appropriate motor responses (eoactive representation). 
Past events are them represented by the perceptual qualities of the 
field, i.e., through images (iconic representation). Finally, symbolic 
representation comes into play in which the child is able to make 
inferences beyond the information given in the immediate situation. 
Hohlwill (1962) also highlights changes in the mental processes as a 
function of decreasing dependence on information in the immediate 
stimulus field.

Some of the current Russian investigators relate the 
developmental cognitive changes to the role of the orienting response, 
staming from the work of Sokolov (e.g. 1963). The orienting response 
is associated with both physiological arousal and a conscious attentive 
process (Sokolov, 1963; Lynn, 1966; Zaporoshets, 1960). For enable, 
developmental studies by Zaporozhets (1960, cited in Berlyne, 1963) 
place priority on both orienting reactions and feedback, with emphasis 
placed on the organisation of the orienting response. This e^hasis 
is related to renewed interest in the role of attention in this
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country (e.g., Trabesso and Bower, 1968; Vachtel, 1967).

Recent conalderatlons of the course of cognitive development 
have thus, at least momentarily, turned away from the emphasis on 
language growth and are considering other processes. The two processes 
which are now being given a great deal of consideration are attention 
and memory. This growing interest in the developmental area, along 
with the findings in concept identification research (covered in 
Chapter XI), gives impetus to the purpose of the present study, to 
investigate the roles of attention and memory in concept learning 
with children.



CHAPTER II

MATURE OF CONCEPT IDENTIFICATION RESEARCH AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Concept identification has served as a useful paradigm for 
the investigation of the effects of many types of ei^rimental 
variables on cognitive performance. These include such variables 
as: the effects of drugs and induced stress (Pishkin, Wolfgang and
Bradshaw, 1963; Pishkin, Shurley and Wblfgang, 1967), the influence 
of social cues and social interaction (Pishkin and Blanchard, 1963; 
Wolfgang, 1967a), stimulus redundancy (Bourne and Haygood, 1959), 
auditory cues (Bulgarella and Archer, 1962; Lordahl, 1961), and mis
information feedback (Pishkin, 1960). In the concept identification 
paradigm the subject is presented geometric patterned stimuli that 
may vary in a number of dimensions (e.g., shape, color, sise, number, 
horisontal or vertical position, border, background, etc.) with 
typically one or two of the dimensions being relevant (i.e., necessary) 
for task solution, tdiile the other dimensions are either irrelevant 
(i.e., have no relationship to solution), or are invariant (i.e., 
appears at only one of their levels). Task complexity is generally 
varied quantitatively by changing the proportion of the number of 
relevant dimensions in relation to the total nuaber of relevant and 
irrelevant dimensions. Many studies have found a positive linear

7
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relationship between this proportion end problem solving efficiency 
(i.e., time to solution, nuaber of errors made, trials to reach 
solution) (e.g.. Archer, Bourne and Brown, 1955; Bourne, 1957; Lordahl, 
1961; Bulgarella and Archer, 1962; Bourne and Hay good, 1959; Pishkin, 
1960).

One of the earliest studies in the general area of concept 
formation (the precursor of concept identification) was conducted by 
Hull (1920) in which subjects learned to anticipate nonsense syllables 
with a series of Chinese radicals. Those radicals which were similar 
in some specified way bad the same nonsense syllable associated with 
them. Hull found that many of his subjects could learn the appropriate 
association but could not say why the association was correct. Other 
early experiments in the area also used this paired-associate type 
of paradigm. A series of studies by Beidbreder and associates 
(Heidbreder, 1946a; Heidbreder, 1946b; Heidbreder, 1948; Beidbreder, 
1949; Beidbreder, Bensley and Ivy, 1948; Beidbreder and Overstreet,
1948) were designed primarily to test the relative difficulty of 
different types of concepts and used materials composed of pictorial 
sketches of objects.

Early studies in concept formation ability as a function of 
age were also primarily concerned with the types of concepts that 
children were able to handle. A series of studies by Welch and Long 
(Welch, 1940a; Welch, 1940b; Welch and Long, 1940a; Welch and Long, 
1940b; Welch and Long, 1943) concluded that the conceptualizing 
ability of children develops in a hierachial level, from siiq>le to 
more complex, or from concrete to abstract, with more generalization
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occurring at the higher levels. For exa^le, some off the earliest 
concepts grasped were that "men" and "uoaen" were "people." Later 
concepts such as: 1) "potatoes" are "vegetables," 2) "apples" are
"ffruit," and 3) both "vegetables" and "ffruit" are "ffood," are 
understood. Kaichard, Schneider and Rapaport (1944), using sorting 
tasks, described three levels off conceptual development. The ffirst 
was the concrete level in which nonessential incidental ffeatures off 
objects are used for classiffication; the second was the ffunctional 
level, in which classiffication is based on the use or value off the 
objects. In their third level, the conceptual level, classiffications 
are made on the basis off abstract properties or relationships off the 
objects.

Other studies were also concerned with the age level at which 
certain types off concepts were formed. A variety off concepts were 
investigated including triangularity (Gellerman, 1933; Nunn and 
Stiening, 1931), roundness (Long, 1940), magnitude (Thrum, 1935; 
welch, 1939), time (Ames, 1946; Friedman, 1944), cause-effffect relation
ships (Lacey and Dallenbach, 1949), contradictory relations (Disin,
1949), and social concepts (Ordan, 1945).

The early studies in concept learning were criticised because 
off the problem off not being able to quantify the complexity off the 
stimuli independently off the subject's responses. Such a variety off 
types off stimulus objects and procedures were used that At was difficult 
to make comparisons among studies. Also, some off the studies, 
especially those with adults, used a paired-associate paradigm with 
the subjects having to leam nonsense syllables as well as learning
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or Idontlfylng the concepts involved. Richardson and Bergun (1954), in 
an analyaia of the expérimenta up to that time, indicated that 70-80% 
of the time involved in these tasks mas devoted to the learning of 
the nonsense syllables themselves. In 1952, Itaderwood advocated the 
need to develop a better method for control on complexity of the 
stimuli.

In 1955, Archer, Bourne and Broun, using the information 
theory analysis advocated by Hovland (1952), developed a procedure 
that would allow the experimenter to directly measure the amount of 
information contained in the stimulus material independently of the 
subject's response. In information theory, the basic unit delineating 
the amount of information contained in the stimulus set is called a 
bit, the sbbreviated form of "binary digit." A bit is defined as 
log2 X, where x is the number of different stimuli in the set to be 
classified. When the set consists of several dichotomous stimulus 
dimensions, the amount of information (in bits) is equal to the 
number of stimulus dimensions. Each time another dichotomous dimension 
is added to the stimulus set, the amount of information increases by 
1 bit (Miller, 1953; Miller, 1956; Shannon and Weaver, 1959). By 
specifying the bits of relevant and irrelevant information in the 
stimulus set, task complexity is equal to the number of irrelevant 
bits of information provided. Archer, Bourne and Brown (1955) and a 
number of other investigators (e.g.. Bourne, 1957; lordahl, 1961; 
Bulgarella and Archer, 1962; Bourne and Baygood, 1959; Pishkin, 1960) 
have used this procedure to vary task complexity by systematically 
increasing the amount of irrelevant information along different binary
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(bi-l#vel#d) «tiaulus dlaensions. The general finding in these étudiés 
has been that increases in snount (bits) of irrelevant information 
makes the task progressively more difficult and resulted in a linear 
increase in the number of errors made before arriving at the solution.

One of the first studies to use this systematic procedure 
with geometric patterns (the standard stimulus material for most 
studies with college students and adults) %»ith young children is 
relatively recent. Osier and Kbfsigr (1965) tested 4-, 6- and 8-year- 
olds and found that concept learning was influenced by both age and 
task complexity. Using the concept identification paradigm %»ith 1 
relevant dimension and 0, 1 or 2 irrelevant dimensions, it was found 
that for any one age group the number of errors increased with task 
complexity (in a linear fashion as in the studies with college Ss 
previously mentioned), and that with any one complexity level the 
task became easier with an increase in age. With 1 irrelevant dimension, 
for example. Osier and Kofslqr found that 40% of the 4-year-olds and 
60% of the 6-year-olds could solve the task; with 2 irrelevant dimen
sions, 40% of the 6-year-olds and 70% of the 8-year-olds could solve 
the problem. With these age groups and the complexity levels used, 
the relationship between performance and complexity appeared to be 
linear, i.e., an asymptote of the children's performance limits had 
not been reached.

Following the results of the early research using the 
infonmation theory approach. Bourne and Beetle (1959) developed a 
mathematical mwdel of concept identification. In this model, difficulty 
of concept identification tasks is directly related to the amount of
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irr#l#vmmt InforMtlon and inversely related to the amount of redundant 
relevant information. (When two or more dimensions are perfectly 
correlated they are redundant. When the redundant information occurs 
with the relevant dimenaion(a), the subject can use any one or aqy 
combination of the redundant relevant cues to solve the problem.) The 
probability of a correct response on any one trial in the Bourne and 
Beetle model is seen as a combination of conditioning of the relevant 
(reinforced) cue and adaptation to the irrelevant (non-reinforced) cues. 
Thus the main assumption of this model is the additivity of cues, i.e. 
addition of irrelevant information increases task difficulty. However, 
research efforts soon demonstrated that the mere process of adding 
another irrelevant dimension, without considering the saliency of the 
dimension for the subject (i.e., the attentional value of the dimension) 
was inadequate. For example. Brown and Archer (1956) found that 
positional variations were more difficult for most subjects than 
were the other dimensions that they used. Wolfgang (1967b) found that 
some dimensions lead to differential performance for males and females. 
Archer (1962) showed that not only did differential effects of cue 
saliency of dimensions occur for the two sexes, but also that the 
stimulus variation within a dimension (what Archer called the obvious
ness of the levels of the dimension) affected task difficulty. These 
studies point out that the additivity of cues assumption in the Bourne 
and Beetle model does not hold on the basis of the mere physical 
addition of stimulus dimensions; that it will hold only if the saliency 
of the cues can be equated. Thus the Bourne and Beetle model and some 
of the research it has generated serve to e^hasise part of the role
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mtt#ntionml processes have in concept Identlficstion tasks•

Other studies in concept learning also point to the role of 
attentional factors by the use of eaperimental manipulations of 
attentional variables or by prior determination of dimensional 
preferences. For example, Trabesso (1963) used e^Aasisers to draw 
more attention to specific espects of the stimuli. The use of verbal 
label pretraining for certain aspects of the stimulus meterial has 
also been shown to effect the ease of subsequent concept learning 
(Rasmussen and Archer, 1961; Stephens, 1967; Tulving and Pearls tone, 
1966). Studies using redundant relevant cues have elso shown that 
meny subjects are aware of only one of the possible relevant dimensions; 
thet they don't notice or attend to the others (Trabesso snd Bower, 
1968). Suchman snd Trabesso (1966a; 1966b) found that for young 
children performence was related to the child's preference for the 
reinvent dimension. In these studies, prior to the discrimination 
problem, the child's preference for color or form was determined. On 
one task the children had to leam discriminations with color relevant 
and form irrelevant, or vice versa. An interaction occurred between 
dimension preference and problem difficulty. That is, children 
assessed as preferring color oyer form learned the color problem 
quickly but the form problem slowly; children preferring form over 
color gave the opposite pattern of results.

The possible role of attentional factors in concept identi
fication experiments tdlth children is supported by other studies.
Inglis, Ankus and Sykes (1968) conclude that children between 5- and 
10-years-of-age show a progressive isq̂ rovement in selective attention.
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Glnsburg (1967) found that, with #a increase in age# there is an increase 
in the amount of information that can be effectively attended to and 
that the more specifically a problem can be communicated to a child 
the more effective will be the child's performance. Related to this. 
Osier and Wdiss (1962) found that specificity of instructions con
cerning a conceptual task erased earlier differences found between 
children at two levels of intelligence (Osier and Trautman, 1961; Osier 
and Fivel, 1961).

A few years following the Bourne and Res tie model, a new 
model of concept identification was set forth by Res tie (1961; 1962).
This model assumes that the subject approaches the task with a set of 
strategies or hypotheses. For each instance or stimulus complex that 
is presented to the subject, he is said to select one of the strategies 
to test, and if it doesn't work, he rejects this particular strategy 
and selects another. The subject continues to select hypotheses 
until he finds one idiich works. The rejected strategies go back into 
the subject's pool or set of strategies and, according to the Restie 
model, have an equal chance of being selected again with all the rest 
of the strategies in the set (both tested and untested). Because of 
this soqiling with replacement assu^tion the Restle model is often 
called the "no-memory" model since it assumes that the subject cannot 
recall or remaster what strategies he has previously tested. Host of 
the subsequent research with this model has been directed primarily 
toward disproving the "no-memory" aspect of concept identification and 
thus to e^hasise the role of memory factors.

One direction of this research has been to eaq>erimentally
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change the mcmniy requirement# of the task by systematically varying 
the number of previously ei^osed stimulus patterns that are left 
available for the subject to viev. The use of simultaneous presenta
tion, or even a limited nuaber of specific past instances, has been 
demonstrated to improve concept identification performance in college 
students (Cshill and Hovland, 1960; Bourne, Goldstein and Link, 1964; 
Hunt, 1961; Trabasso and Bower, 1964; Pishkin and Wolfgang, 1965).
A recent study by Pishkin, Wolfgang and Rasmussen (1967) with 4th 
through 12th grsde children, found that the use of available past 
instances improved concept learning performance as a function of age. 
Presenting 0, 1 or 2 past instances to the subjects, the most i^rove- 
ment in performsnce as a function of amount of past instances available 
was seen in the youngest age group (composed of 4th, 5th and 6th 
graders). As age increased, the differential isq»rovement was less, 
allowing the interpretation that the older subjects could make more 
efficient use of their own memory of the situation and thus the presence 
of memory aids adds little additional information for them. Conversely, 
the interpretation could be that the younger subjects have more 
difficulty recalling past information and thus visible memory aids 
improve their performance more noticeably. For example, Inglis,
Ankus and Sykes (1968) found a progressive improvement in short-term 
memory from age 5 through age 20, using the dichotic listening device.

While many of the studies that have been mentioned are not 
concerned with sex differences in memory functions, there is some 
indication that some differences do exist. For example, lyier (1965) 
summarises studies on memory (recall of digits and reproduction of
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gcoMtrlc foras) in which fsnslcs are superior to nsles. Osier end 
Kofslqf (1965), however, found no significant nain effects due to sex 
in their study of concept learning with 4-, 6- and 8-year-olds. But 
significant interactions with sex were found in the Pishkin, Vblfgang 
and Basaussen (1967) study with 9 through 17 year olds. Feaales were 
superior to asles with aero and two specific past instances available 
and also when only negative feedback.was used (i.e., only past errors 
were available). In a developaental study of auditory concept identi
fication (Pishkin and Sosenbluh, 1966), both sexes showed sn increase 
in errors in the 7th, 8th and 9th grade groining as compared to the 
perfomance of the 4th, 5th and 6th graders, and also found a significant 
decrease in response rate for the older subjects. In addition, a 
significant difference between the sexes on the time to solution 
occurred with the males showing superior performance. Considered 
together, these results indicate differential age and sex effects in 
the role of memory and perhaps also in attentional factors, especially 
in the young adolescent age group.

A third mathematical model of concept identification has 
been proposed by Bower and Trabasso (1964). Ibis model distinguishes 
between two processes operating in concept learning. The first process 
to occur, according to this model, is that of stimulus selection, i.e., 
attending to, and selecting particular aspects of, the variation or 
properties of the stimuli. The second process is that of associating 
a response to a specific value of the relevant dimension. The second 
process can't occur until the subject starts attending to the appropriate 
dimensions. The Bower and Trabasso model, in a sense, combines relevant
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##P#ct# of both the Bourne end Beetle (1959) mod the Beetle (1961,
1962) aodele by incorporating the ettentionel eepecte of the teek 
(i.e., etinulue eelection) end the memory eepecte of the teek (encoding 
the eppropriete dimeneione end the conditioning beeed on reinforced 
reeponeee). Theme two proceeeee ere eimiler to the rule leerning end 
ettribute identification eepecte of concept learning am identified by 
Heygood and Bourne (1965). Their rule learning proceee ie defined in 
the given wey: Given the relevant attributee what ie the role for 
cleee eeeignment? For attribute identification: Given the rule for 
claee eeeignment what are the relevant attributee 7 Both the Bower end 
Trebeeeo model and the B^rgood and Bourne analyeie emphaeiee two major 
proceeeee in concept learning, that of diecovering the relevant 
dimeneion and of aeeociating the valoee of the relevant dimeneion 
with the âppropriate reeponee.

Thus, recent reeearch in concept identification and the 
tenting of mathematical modale that have been developed for this area, 
point to the importance of the roles of attentional and memory 
proceeeee in conceptual tasks. In none of the research to date has 
the possible interrelationship of these processes been considered, 
particularly in relation to performance of children of different ages 
on concept learning tasks.



CHAPTER III

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Vxcm cognitive development theorising end from research 
growing out of mathematical models of concept identification has come 
some speculation and evidence on the roles of attention and memory 
processes in conceptual task performance. There has been little 
evidence in the developmental area to support these recent contentions. 
In the concept identification area there have been only meager efforts 
to identify the roles of these processes in children. The overall 
purpose of the present study was to start closing this gap by investi
gating the roles of attentional and memory aids as a function of 
varying levels of task complexity in the concept learning performance 
of children ranging in educational grade level from four-year-old pre
school through the ninth grade.

The attentional and memory aids (cues) used in the present 
study followed msnipulations that have been utilised In other concept 
learning ê qieriments. The memory aid used was the presence of a 
specific past correct instance (specific instance cue) within each 
sorting category as used by Pishkin and Wolfgang (1965) and Pishkin, 
Wolfgang and Rasmussen (1967). The experimental manipulation of 
attention followed that used in the rule learning task of Baygood
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and Boturne (1965) in which the £'e attention waa focuaed on the levela 
of the relevant dimeneion by viaual preaentation of theae atinulua 
attributee to the prior to and during the teak (here called the 
general focuaing cue). A condition in which no cuea were available 
waa alao uaed to provide a control condition for the compariaon of 
the effecta of the attentional and memory aide. Thia no cue condition 
waa comparable to the typical concept learning aituation.

One particularly important goal of the preaent atudy waa the 
inveatigation of the poaaible interrelationahip between the attentional 
and memory functiona. Moat of the theoretical diacuaaiona and reaearch 
that have been preaented thua far have generally conaidered theae two 
proceaaea aa aeparate entitiea. A hypotheaia advanced here ia that 
theae two functiona are, in fact, cloaely related proceaaea. For 
example, manipulationa that emphaaize certain eepecte of the atimuli, 
auch aa the focuaing or attending cue, also seems to enable the £  to 
encode those aspects of the stimuli more readily and would thus 
facilitate the ̂ 's encoding and memory processes. Manipulations 
providing memory aids for the £, such as the availability of specific 
past instances, could also provide attending or focusing cues by aiding 
2  to discover the relevant dimension and its levels, eapecielly after 
^  has been exposed to, and had available to him, a certain number of 
the specific instances. Thus it was assumed that both the specific 
instance cue and the general focusing cue have "attentional" and 
"memory" components, and it was hypothesized that:

L The use of a specific instance cue condition and of a 
general focusing cue condition will both lead to more efficient
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p»rfor— ne» (i.e., fewer errore end fetter time to eolution) on e 
concept lemmine teek then the wee of e condition in which no much 
cnee ere eweileble to the St.

While both the epecific inetence cue end the generel focuting 
cue were eeeumed to here memory end ettention coeponente, the generel 
focuting cue wee elected to be perticnlerly importent in the eerly 
pheeee of the concept lemming teek performence. Both Bower end Trebeeeo 
(1964) end B^good end Bourne (1965) heme empheeieed the role of the 
etimulue eelection proceee or the diecovery ^eee in concept lemming.
The generel focuting cue condition providee thie type of informetion 
to the prior to the teek «Aile the epecific inetence cue providee 
thie type of informetion only efter £  hee begun working on the teek.
It ie thue hypotheeieed thet:

2. In the heelnning triele of performence on the concept 
leemine teek. Se in the generel focuting cue condition will ehow 
eignificently more efficient performence then the Se in the epecific 
inetence cue condition, end thet this initiel edwentege for the 
generel focusing cue condition Ss will leed to somewhet better overell 
performence for the generel focusing cue condition them for the 
specific inetence cue condition performence.

It wee elso eiqiected thet the roles of the memory end etten
tionel eids would chsnge with werietion in tesk complexity. This is, 
tesks of low complexity would not Impose much of e demend on the memory 
end ettentionel cepebilities of the end, thus, neither ettentionel 
nor memory eids would be expected to improve performence substentielly 
compered to the condition of no cues eveileble. However, es tesk
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complexity le Increeeed it mould be expected thet both types of eids 
would cimsiderebly improve performence levels in contrest to the no cues 
eveileble condition, since it wee essumed thet the ettentionel end 
memory requirements of the concept leeming tesk were elso increesing.
It wes thus expected thet:

3. On tesks of low stimulus complexity, the specific 
inetence cue end generel focusing cue conditions will not substentielly 
improve concept leeming performence compered to the no cues eveileble 
condition. However, with increesing stimulus complexity the specific 
inetence cue end generel cue conditions will elicit progressively more 
efficient performence levels then the no cue condition.

Also, in regerd to chenges in stimulus complexity, it wes 
speculeted thet the treditionel result of increeeed difficulty with 
increeeed co^lexity, need es support for the Bourne end Beetle model 
of concept identificetion (1959), is primerily due to the effects of 
the chenging ettentionel end memory requirements of the concept leeming 
tesk. Thet is, the common finding of more inefficient performence 
(i.e., more errors, longer time to solution) with increeeed stimulus 
complexity is essocieted with the increased loed or dmand pieced on 
the 8*» memory end ettentionel processes. It was hypothesised thet:

4. In the no cues eveileble condition, more inefficient 
performance will occur with increases in stimulus complexity. 
following the Boume end Beetle prediction (1959). However, with 
the specific instance cue end generel focusing cue conditions this 
trend of increasingly more inefficient performence with increased 
stimulus complexity will be eliminated or considerably lessened.
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Another anjor purposo of the present study vss to imrestigste 

the reletlonshlp of aeaory end ettentionel elds to ̂ *s educetlonel 
grede level. Hhlle there Is evidence thet generel conceptuel development 
Improved with ege (e.g.. Osier end Kbfslqr, 1965) end thet memory 
eblUtles end the eblllty to focus or selectively ettend Improve with 
ege (e.g., Inglls, Ankus end Sykes, 1968; Glnsburg, 1967), the reletlon
shlp between ettention, memory end conceptuel performance In regerd to 
ege differences hes not received edequete reeeerch ettention. Following 
the generel trend of Improvement In conceptuel ebllltles ivlth ege it 
wes predicted thet:

5. For teeks of equel complexity levels, performence on the 
concept leeming tesk will Improve with grede level; end, for Ss within 
the seme grede level, performance will become more Inefficient with 
Increeses in tesk complexity.

Also, es the older ̂ s have been noted to have the edventege 
over the younger in memory and ettentionel ebllltles, It wes suggested 
thet the use of cues representing these functions would not offer as 
much additional Information to the older %  as these cues would for 
the younger Ss. It wes thus expected that:

6. The use of the specific Instance cue end general focusing 
cue conditions will improve the ~ performance of the lower grade level
Ss more than that of the higher grede level Ss on concept learning 
tesks of comparable complexity levels. That is. the difference in the 
performance levels of the no cue condition and the two cues-evailable 
conditions will be greater for the younger Ss then for the older Ss.

It was hypothesized earlier that both the specific instance
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eu# «ad g#n#ral focusing cue conditions would lead to better perfomance 
than the no cuea eveileble condition (Hypotheaia 1) end thet the generel 
focuaing cue condition would offer an initiel edventege over the specific 
inetence cue condition end thus leed to somewhet better overell performence 
(%rpothesis 2). In relation to exqr poaaible ege or grede level differences 
with theae two types of cues, the author ia not aware of any evidence 
indicating thet there would be any change in the interrelationship of 
theae cuea as e function of grade, end thua it was hypothesised thet:

7. Ihe generel focusing cue condition will elicit more 
efficient performance then the specific instance cue condition for 
ell grede level groups.

A few of the studies thet were previously mentioned (Pishkin, 
Wolfgang end Besmossen, 1967; Pishkin end Rosenbluh, 1966; Tjrler, 1965; 
Archer, 1962; Wolfgang, 1967b) found some interactions of their experi
mental variables with sex in concept identificetion performence which 
could possibly be interpreted in terms of differential abilities of the 
two sexes in memory end ettentionel functions. As a-supplementary end 
exploratory part of the present study, the oldest grede group (7th 
through 9th grades) was replicated for both sexes.

Most studies in concept leeming have used only one dependent 
variable, that of nuaber of errors made prior tô solutioni. The present 
study looked at performance in terms of three dependent variables:
1) nusber of errors made prior to solution, 2) time required to reach 
solution, and 3) rate of responding, a derived measure of the.average - —  

number of responses (correct and incorrect) made per minute. The 
purpose of obtaining these three measures was to determine their
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int«rr«latloiiship and to invaatigate any posalbla dlffarantial aamal- 
tivitiaa of those ■aasures to the otlllsatlon of memory and attentional 
cues.



CHAPTER IV

MEIBfR)

Subject»
The subject» for this study were 180 aeles from the four-yemr- 

old preschool throu^ the ninth grede classes, end 45 females from the 
seventh through ninth grede classes at Casady School in Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma. The te were divided into four grade level groups, such that 
the first group consisted of 45 students from the four-year-old pre
school and kindergarten classes (called Grotqt P hereafter); the second 
groiq̂  was co^osed of 45 students from grades 1, 2 or 3 (Group 2); the 
third grotqi consisted of 45 students from grades 4, 5 and 6 (Group 5); 
and the fourth group was coi^osed of students from grades 7, 8 and 9 
(Group 8). Group 8 had 45 males (Group 8M) and 45 females (Group SF); 
the female te were part of the siqipleaentacy study. With the restriction 
that an equal number of te from each grade level be assigned to each 
complexity and cue condition, the te were randomly assigned to the cells 
of the design with five te per cell.

Design
The experiment was basically a 4 x 3 x 3 factorial design 

with a replication for sex in Grov^ 8; The variables were: the four
grade level groupings, three conditions of cue availability, and three
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lev#l# of ■clanloo complexity vithin each grede group. In addition, two 
problem# %wre uaed to aid in eliminating the effect of apread of informa
tion about the tank among the Sa. The three condition# of cue availability 
(Cà) were: 1) laat epecific correct instance left expoaed within each 
category (the specific cue condition or SC condition), 2) the levels 
of the relevant dimension were shown to the £  and left expoaed throuÿi- 
out the teak (the general focuaing cue condition or GO condition), and 
3) no cuaa available for the £  (the HC condition). Within each grade 
level group, problems of three stimulus complexity levels were presented 
to the Ss; Because of the grade range within each group and the trends 
of improvement in concept learning with age (Osier and KofslgF, 1965) the 
stimulus complexity levels overlapped the grade groi^a. In the design 
these levels are labeled low, middle, and high complexity, but, as can 
be seen in Table 1, the specific stimulus complexly levels varied with 
the grade grouping. The two problems used were shape as the relevant 
dimension and color as the relevant dimension; approximately one-half 
of the ̂ s within each cell of the design worked on each problem type.

Table 1
Stimulus Complexity Levels Within Grade Groves 

(Roaber of Irrelevant Dimensions)

Grade Group
Pooled Complexity Level 

Low Middle High

P 1 2 3
2 2 3 4
5 3 4 5
8 4 5 6

Median Co^»lexity 2.5 3.5 4.5
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Nmterimla and Procedure

The subject'• tesk «es to sort geometric pettems on white 
■ 3 x 5  inch cards into two slots of a wood sorting tray placed in front 
of the subject. A separate deck of 96 cards was used for each stimulus 
complexity level. The cards within each deck were arranged in a random 
order with the restriction that the same pattern could not immediately 
follow itself. All the dimensions of the stimuli were binary. The 
relevant dimension was shape (square and triangle) for one-half of the 
Ss and color (red and blue) for the other half of the te. The other 
five dimensions, added progressively as the co^lexity level increased 
were: sise (1" and 1/2" in vertical height), number (one or two patterns 
on the card), horisontal position (pattern on left or right side of the 
card with the center of the pattern being 11/2" from the corresponding 
edge), vertical position (pattern on top or bottom of the card with 
the center of the pattern being 1" from the corresponding edge), and 
orientation (pattern tilted or in its normal position; in the tilted 
position the squares were rotated 45* thus appearing as diamonds and 
the triangles were rotated 180* thus appearing as inverted triangles).

The te sat at a table opposite from the experimenter with the 
2-slot card-sorting tray in front of £. A card file containing the 
deck of cards was next to the tr^. The te were instructed that their 
task was to sort the cards into the two slots and that the E would tell 
them «Aether they were right or wrong after each choice (tee Appendix I 
' for the verbatim instructions). ' The te «rare further instructed that 
««hen th^ «rare «rrong, they «rare to place the card in the correct slot 
before continuing (i.e., corrective feedback), te in the no cue (EC)
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condition ont# told to pine# the cards face down (pattnm not mhowing) 
in the cortact slot; 6s in thn specific instance cue (SC) condition 
were told to place the cards face up (pattern showing) in the correct 
slot. Each new card placed in the slots covered the past cards so that 
only one past correct instance was visible within each category. In 
the general cue (GC) condition* the Ss were instructed to place the 
cards face down in the correct slot; in addition* at the end of th?'. 
instructions* these ̂  were shown cards depicting the levels of the 
relevant dimension (for shape relevant* cards with a black outline of 
a aquare and a black outline of a triangle were presented; for color 
relevant* cards covered with red and blue construction paper were 
presented). Ihe GC condition Ss were informed only that this was one 
of the ways in which the cards he would see would differ from each other. 
No verbal labels were given to these cards by JR. The cards remained 
face on the table near the wood tray throu^out the task.

The Ss worked on the task until th«qr had made 16 consecutive 
correct responses or until th^ had gone through all 96 cards in the 
deck. The worked on the task at their own pace.



CHAPTER V

RESULTS

$oa Inspection of the cell vmtimncos of the error and time to
solution scores for the four grade groups, it urns noted thet there mas
a large discrepancy betveen two indices of homogeneity of variance.
The Bartley P test (Winer, 1962) showed generally large heterogenity max
of variance while the Cochran C test (Winer, 1962) did not. The compari
sons between these two indices were comparable for the rate of response 
measure, generally showing homogeneity of variance. The values and 
probability levels for these tests are reported in Table 2.

Closer inspection of the data indicated that this discrepancy 
was probably due more to the presence of positive skewness of the score 
distributions than to heterogeneity of variance. Both of these tests 
are considered to be oversensitive to departures from normality, but the 
Bartley test would be particularly sensitive to skewed distributions 
as it uses range of sample variances as its index of homogenei^ (Winer, 
1962). While there is evidence that the F test is relatively insensi
tive to moderate departures from normality of distribution (Box, 1953), 
the above discrepancies led to the decision that a transformation of 
the scores would be advantageous because it was apparent that some of 
the cell distributions were skewed and others were not. Winer (1962)
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Table 2
Heteroganelty of Variance Teats for Error, Time, and Kate of 

Baaponding Scores for aach Grade Groiq>

Grade Group Cochran C test E*

Error Scores
P 835.9 .01 .2612
2 664.3 .01 .299
5 363.3 .01 .3385
8 (M) 1162.3 .01 .6351 .01
8 (F) 40.7 .2306

Time Scores
P 371.6 .01 .3353
2 525.5 .01 .3077
5 530;. 13 .01 .6517 .01
8 (M) 1628.53 .01 .5264 .01
8 (F) 79.76 .05 .2233

Bate of Baaponding
P 8.06 .2163
2 3.58 .2174
5 11.30 .2587
8 (M) 48.99 .05 .2016
8 (F) 31.10 .5636 .01

"baaed on k ■ 9, df » 4.
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hmm muggemted that « log tranoforootion of acorea la appropriât# vhaa 
poaitlra akawnaaa axiata. Thoa, a log (% + 1) tranaforaatioa «aa mad# 
on tha arror and ti#a acorea. The raluea of the hoaogaoaity of variance 
tea ta coaputad on thaaa acorea are preaented in Table 3 The compariaona 
between the Hartley teat and Cochran C teat deaonatrated reaaonably 
cloae agreeaent for the tranaforaed acorea. Thia led to the coneloaion 
that the aaauaption* of hoaogeneity of variance «aa tenable aa «ell aa 
that of equality of the ahape of the acore diatributiona.

Table 3
Heterogeneity of Variance Teat of Log Error and Log Tiae Scorea

for Bach Grade Group

Grade Group *aa* Cochran C teat I*

Log Error Scorea
P 14.28 .2311
2 23.44 .2005
5 9.49 .2602
8 (M) 31.47 .2282
8 (P) 5.07 .1824

Log Tiae Scorea
P 46.94 .05 .2689
2 69.66 .05 .3133
5 26.57 .3857
8 (M) 13.14 .3881
8 (F) 36.68 .2060

*baaed on fc • 9, df - 4.
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Analymi# of Log Error Score#

To obtein an overell picture of the effect of the cue eveil- 
ebility condition# eero## the ege group#, the three couplexity level# 
%ibich incre##ed in emount of irrelevent informetion with ege were 
pooled into low, middle, end high co^ilexity level# (Table 1). Only 
the dete on the mmle eubject# ere coneidered in theee firet eectione.
The dete for the eupplementery etody on poeeible eex difference# ere 
preeented eeperetely et the end of thi# chepter. A repeeted meeeure# 
enelyei# of verience on log (x + 1) error# di#clo#ed thet ell of the mein 
effecte end eeverel of the interection# were eignificent. The euemery 
of thi# enelyai# i# preaented in Table 4.

In order to determine if the epecific problem type (i.e, 
ahepe-relevent verau# color-relevent) produced e eignificent eource of 
variation in the atudy, &>te#t# were performed on the log error acore# 
of the two problem# within each grade group; The t-teat reault# were: 
Group P, jt > 0.22, 43 df ; Group 2, jt * 0.788, 43 Group 5, ^  ■ 0.106, 
43 Group 8M, t̂ - 0.628, 43 None of theae t value# approached 
aignificence. It can be ateted that the two type# of problem# were 
not eignificent eource# of variation and that S# performed equally well 
on either type of problem. Therefore, all aubaequent analyae# are 
baaed on the pooled data of both problems.

In apite of the increasing co^lexity level# with grade 
groins, the mean log error# decreased significantly with grade (F ■ 3.61, 
3/144 £<.025). The mean# for groups P through 8M were 2.22, 1.48,
1.39, and 0.96 respectively. This trend was eaaentially linear and
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TabU 4

Rapaattd Meaawr## Aomlymi# of Variance of Log (x + 1) Errora 
with Pooled Conplaxity Lavala

Source 16 P £

Between Shbjecte
Grede Level (6) 3 1.5499 3.61 .025

Linear 1 4.2324 9.86 .005
Quadratic 1 0.1319 0.31
Cubic 1 0.2852 0.66

Coeplexity (C) 2 2.4745 5.76 .005
Linear 1 4.9383 11.50 .005
Quadratic 1 0.0107 0.02

Cue Availability (CA) 2 3.3681 7.84 .005
G X C 6 0.7703 1.79
G X CA 6 0.3733 0.87
C X CA 4 1.1044 2.57 .05
Linear 2 1.4026 3.27 .05
Quadratic 2 0.8063 1.88

G X C X CA 12 0.4431 1.03
Subjecta within groups 
(Between subjects error term) 144 0.4295
mthin Subjects
Blocks of Trials (B) 7 3.2580 130.22 .001

Linear 1 16.0115 201.15 .001
Quadratic 1 4.7025 139.91 .001
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Table 4 (Ccmtlnued)

Source df HS P £

Block# of Trial# (B)
Cubic 1 1.4726 48.76 .001
Sum of other deviation# 4 0.0610 7.82 .001

B X 6 21 0.0447 1.79 .025
Linear 3 0.1222 1.54
Quadratic 3 0.1457 4.21 .01
Cubic 3 0.0153 0.51
Sum of other deviation# 12 0.0074 0.95

B X C 14 0.0259 1.03
B X CA 14 0.0762 3.05 .005

Linear 2 0.2652 3.33 .05
Quadratic 2 0.1806 5.22 .01
Cubic 2 0.0739 2.45
Sum of other deviation# 8 0.0035 0.45

B X G X C 42 0.0119 0.48
B X G X CA 42 0.9247 0.98
B X C X CA 28 0.0252 1.01
B X G X C X CA 84 0.0193 0.77
B/Subjecta within groups 
(WiAin subjects error term) 1008 0.0250

Linear 144 0.0796
Quadratic 144 0.0346
Cubic 144 0.0302
Sum of other deviations 566 0.0078
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th« #lop# slsBlficaatly ftoa m t o  ## «hoim by th« mlgmlficmmc#
of tho llnoar coapononto of tho ccond (F ■ 9.86, 1/144 di, £<.005), and 
In Flguro 1. Applying Dumcno*# multiple range teat (Duncan, 1955), the 
difference between grmqw 2 and 5 «ma not significant but all other 
comparisons among the grade grot^ were significant at .005 (144 df). 
Thus, group P had a significantly hi^er error rate than the other three 
groiqpa, and Grot^ 8M had a significantly lower error rate than Groups 
P, 2 and 5.

The main effect of Co^lexity was significant (F - 5.76,
2/144 £<.005), with mean log errors increasing with an increase
in amount of stimulus complexity (0.92, 1.54 and 2.07 respectiwely for 
low, middle and hi^ pooled complexity levels). This tread was also 
essentially linear and its slope significantly different from aero 
(F • 11.50, 1/144 £<.005). Subsequent testing with Duncan's multiple
range test showed that all three levels of complexity were significantly 
different at the .001 level (144 ̂ )  (Figure 2).

The Cue Availability main effect was also significant (F • 7.84, 
2/144 df « £<.005). The error rate was significantly reduced by the 
introduction of the specific instance cues (x ■ 1.20) and the general 
focusing cues (x " 1.06) as compared to the no cue condition (x • 2.28) 
at the .001 level (Duncan's test, 144 df). The overall difference 
between the SC and GC conditions was not significant. These means are 
shown in Figure 3.

With the Coiq>lexity x Cue Availability interaction being 
significant (F • 2.57, 4/144 £<.05), the main effect of ComplexiQr
and mein effect of Cue Availability need to be interpreted with caution.
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This lat*r«ctioa is shown in Figure 4. To clarify what occurred within 
this interaction, simple effects analyses of verience (Winer, 1962) 
were performed (Tables 5 end 6).

The simple effects snelysis of Cue Aveilebility (Table 5) shows 
thet the cue aveilebility conditions were not e significant source of 
variation for low complemity levels (F ■ 0.06, 2/144 £>10), but
thet the cue aveilebility conditions were a significant sourçe of 
variation for the middle end high complexity levels. This is further 
borne out by Duncan's test which showed no significant differences 
among cue conditions at low cosflaxity (£ * .05, 144 ̂ ); at the middle 
' complexity level the GC and SC conditions were not significantly 
different from each other, but both produced significantly fewer mean 
log errors than the NC condition (£ - .001, 144 ̂ ). At the high 
complexity level, all three cue availability conditions were signifi
cantly different at the .01 level with the highest error rate occurring 
in the WC condition and the lowest error rate occurring in the GC 
condition. Thus, at the middle and high co^lexity levels significantly 
fewer errors (i.e., better performance) were elicited by the use of 
either the SC or GC condition as coeqwred to the condition of no cues 
available; however, in the highest coiq>lexity levels used in this 
study, the general focusing cue became more effective (i.e. fewer 
errors) than the specific cue condition (Figure 4).

Looking at the Cue Availability x Co^lexity interaction 
in another way, the simple effects analysis of variance for Stimulus 
Complexity (Tsble 6) shows that the effect of variation in cm^lexity 
level was a significant factor only for the HC condition (F - 8.86,
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Table 5
Log Errors Staple Effects Analysis of Variance 

on Cue Availability (CA)

Sourca MS P £

CA for Low Conplexity 2 0.0273 0.06
CA for Middle Coaplexity 2 2.7667 6.44 .005
CA for Bigh Coaplexity 2 2.7830 6.48 .005
Within (Error) 144 0.4205

a

Table 6
Log Errors Staple Effects Analysis of Variance 

on Stiaulos Co^>lexity (SC)

Source il MS P £

Co^lemity for NC 2 3.8056 8.86 .005
Complexity for SC 2 0.7890 1.84
Coi^lexity for GC 2 0.1182 0.28
Within (Error) 144 0.4295
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2/144 £<.00S). Complexity level did net eignificently change the
overell performance level# «hen the SC and GC condition# «ere used.
Duncan'# test disclosed that, for the NC condition, the performance 
levels at low and middle complexity levels «ere significantly different 
at .01 hot not at .001; high complexity level performance «as significantly 
different from low and middle complexity performance at .001 (144 df).
While the overall effect of complexity on SC condition performance was 
not significant (P " 1.84', 2/144 £<.10), Duncan's test revealed
that there were significantly more log errors in the high complexi^ 
condition than in the niddle complexity condition (£ • .01, 144 df). In 
the GC condition there were no significant differences between complexity 
levels. These simple effects analyses of variance were also supported 
by the significance of the linear trend component in the Complexity x 
Cue Availability interaction (F - 3.27, 2/144 £(.05), showing
significant differences in the slopes of the trends for the cue avail
ability conditions across complexity levels (Zable 4, Figure 4).

Sypothesis 1 (p. 19) stated that a Grade Group x Cue Availability 
interaction would occur, i.e. that the difference in performance levels 
for the different types of cues would decrease with increasing grade 
group. In other words, the prediction was that the largest difference 
in performance on the different cue condition would occur in the lowest 
grade group, end that in the highest grade group only small differences 
would exist among the cue conditions; This interaction was not signifi
cant (£ 0.87; 6/144 £>.10, Zable 4). The results are shown in
Figure S. Subsequent £-tests between pairs of cue conditions within 
each grade group were performed and are presented in Zable 7. These
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Table 7
Seamaty oC t Tea ta between Cue Availability Conditiena Within 

Each Grade Groi^ for Log Error Scorea

Cue Availability 
Compariaons Grade Group t £*

No Cue vs. Specific Cue P 2.178 .025
2 0.569
5 1.92 .05
8M 1.188

No Cue vor General Cue P 0.769
2 1.813 .05
5 2.00 .05
8N 2.427 .025

Specific Cue vs. General Cue P -1.148
2 1.230
5 0.440
8M 3.005 .005

• df - 28; all probability levela are baaed on one-tailed teste.

testa showed that for grade groups 2, 5 and 8M the GC condition elicited 
significantly fewer log errors than did the HC condition (t • 1.813, 
£<.05; £  • 2.00, £<.05; £  - 2.427, £<.025, all 28 dp. For group P 
the SC condition was easier than the NC condition (£ • 2.178, 28 
£<.025). Only in grade group 8H did the difference between the SC 
and GC conditions heeone significant (£ " 3.005, 28 df, £<.005). Thus 
contrary to expectations, the cue conditions, particularly the GC 
condition, continued to facilitate performance with increasing grade 
grot^. It is of special interest to note here that for the lowest 
grade gro«q> the specific instance cue, not the general focuaing cue.
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warn th« aost fmcllltmtlv# (Figure 5).

The mein effect of Blocks of trials (based on units of 12 
successive trials) vas h i ^ y  significant as expected (F * 130.22» 7/1008 
df. £<.001) with mean log errors decreasing as a function of blocks of 
trials (Figure 6). The largest decrease in mean log errors occurred 
between the first and second blocks of trials, with the decrease then 
becoming wore gradual. The linear, quadratic and cubic coaponents 
of this asin effect were significant (Table 4), indicating that the 
decrease in error rate across blocks of trials becoaes less with each 
block, as described above.

The Blocks of trials x Grade Group interaction was also signi
ficant (F - 1.79,, 21/1008 £<.025). This is presented in Figure 7.
It should be recalled that the specific co^lexiQF levels increased 
with grade groiq>s. While all four grade groups perforasd at about the 
seas level on block 1, the distinction among the grade grot^ became 
noticeable on blocks 2 and 3, with group P eliciting the highest error 
rate across blocks, and group 8M showing the lowest error rate. Groups 
2 and 5 performed about equally across blocks of trials intermediate 
to grade P and 8M. The linear slopes of the trends for the four grade 
groups were not significantly different as indicated by the non-signifi
cance of the linear component of this interaction (£ - 1.54, 3/144 df). 
Bowever, the curves for the grade groups were different in the quadratic 
trend (F * 4.21, 3/144 £<.01) indicating that the rate of decrease
in mean log errors across blocks of trials became more gradual at 
different points and at different rates for the four groiqps. In Figure 
7 this is shown by the rapid decrease in errors of group 8M and by the
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•lov«r d#cr#am# in error# by groi^ P aero## block# of tri#l#.

1h# #igniflc«nc# of th# Block# of trial# x Cue Areilebilicy 
interaction (F ■ 3.05, 14/1008 df, £<.00S) ehowed the effectivene## of 
the SC end GC condition# in reducing error rate acroa# block# of trial#. 
Thi# interaction i# ahown in Figure 8. The coepariaon among the cue 
condition# on the firat 2 block# of trial# ia of particular intereat. 
Subaequent teat# on thia interaction (Duncan'a multiple range teat) 
indicated that on the firat block of 12 trial# the NC and SC condition# 
did not lead to difference# in performance but that both of theae cue 
condition# produced a eignificently higher error rate than did the GC 
condition (£ • .001, 1008 d^. Ihua the GC condition ahowed a more 
immédiate facilitative effect, in terme of a lower error rate, than the 
SC condition. On the aecond block of trial#, however, the SC and GC 
were equally effective with no aignificant difference in theae two 
performance levela. Both the GC and SC condition# led to eignificently 
fewer errora than the NC condition on the aecond block » .001,
1008 df). The trends across blocks of trials for the three cue avail
ability conditions differed in both slope of linear trend (F » 3.33, 
2/144 df » £<.05) and in quadratic curvature (F - 5.22, 2/144 £<.01)
thus supporting the above results that the three cue availability 
conditions elicited different amounts of initial error (block 1), and 
that the amount of decrease in errora following block 2 was different 
for the three cue availability conditions.

The analysis that has just been presented on log error 
scores was obtained by pooling the comq»lexity levels across grade 
groups. To obtain a clearer picture of what happened in terms of
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■pcciflc complexity level#, eddltlonel analyse# were needed. Theae are 
presented in two ways: analysis on the individual grade groups and 
analysis on the individual specific complexity levels.

The summaries of the analyses of variance on the individual 
grade grotps are presented in Tables.8, 9, 10 and 11. The main effect 
of Complexity reached significance only for group P (F ■ 4.27 , 2/30 
£>.05) and approached significance in group 5 (F • 3.00 , 2/36 df̂ , £<.10). 
What bippened as a function of specific complexity levels for all grade 
groups is shown graphically in Figure 9. For group P (prmschool kinder
garten children) the difference between the one and three irrelevant 
dimensions problems was significant at the .05 level, but the differences 
between the one and two irrelevant dimensions and two and three irrelevant 
dimensions problems were not significant (Duncan's multiple range test,
36 df). For groip 2, while the expected trend with complexity occurred, 
the overall effect of Complexity was not significant (F ■ 1.22, 2/36 
£>.10) there was little difference between the two and three irrelevant 
dimensions problems while the four irrelevant dimensions problem» was 
more difficult. For group 5, the expected trend of complexity approached 
significance (£ » 3.00 2/36 £<.10). The trend for groip 8M was in
the opposite direction than expected (i.e. decrease in error rate with 
increased complexity), but this effect was not significant (F » 0.73,
2/36 df). However, this trend indicates that the additivity of cue 
assumption (i.e., m»re stimulus cues make the task more difficult) 
is either not operating for this grade group or that the particular 
dimensions added as irrelevant cues for this groip do not act as 
distracting irrelevant cues. It is suspected that the latter is the case.
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Table 8
Grade Group P: Analyaia of Variance on Log Errora

Source df MS F 2

Between Snbjecta
Coaplexity (C) 2 2.7903 4.27 .05
Cue Availability (CA) 2 1.5051 2.31
C X CA 4 0.6939 1.06
Within (Error between Sa) 36 0.6527

Within Sixbjecta
Blocka of Tilala (B) 7 0.6817 2.75 .01
B X C 14 0.0243 0.98
B X CA 14 0.0157 0.63
B X C X CA 28 0.9323 1.30
Within (Error within Sa) 252 0.0248

Table 9
Grade Group 2: dnalysie of Variance on Log Errora

Source df MS P £

Between Subjecte
Cw^lexity (C) 2 0.5878 1.22
Cue Availability (CA) 2 0.7884 1.64
C X CA 4 0.8798 1.83
Within (Error between ̂ ) 36 0.4805

Within Subjecta
Blocka of Triala (B) 7 0.8937 2.80 .01
B X C 14 0.0119 0.41
B X C 14 0.0037 0.01
B X C X CA 28 0.0216 0.75
Within (Error within Sb) 252 0.0287
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Table 10
Grade Groi^ 5: Analyala of Variance on Log Errora

Source Ü MS P £

Between Snbjecta
Conplexity (C) 2 1.2962 3.00 (.10)
Cna Availability (CA) 2 1.6366 3.79 .05
C X CA 4 0.7442 1.72
Within (Error between te) 36 0.4321

mthin Subject
Blocka of Triala (B) 7 0.5787 25.76 .001
B X C 14 0.0176 0.78
B X CA 14 0.0789 3.51 .01
B X C X CA 28 0.0149 0.66
Within (Error within te) 252 0.0225

Table 11
Grade Group 8M: dnalyeis of Variance on Log Errors

Source MS P 2

Between Subjects
Complexity (C) 2 0.1114 0.73
Cue Availability (CA) 2 0.5579 3.66 .025
C X CA 4 0.1158 0.76
Within (Error between te) 36 0.1526

Within Subjects
Blocks of Trials (B) 7 1.3281 55.12 .001
B X C 14 0.0078 0.32
B X CA 14 0.0518 2.15 .01
B X C X CA 28 0.0142 0.59
Within (Error within te) 252 0.0241
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The effect of the cue euelleblllty conditions for the indivi

dual grade groups has already been presented in terns of the Grade x Cue 
Availability interaction of the overall log errors analysis (Figure 5 
and Table 7). While those results showed that the GC condition elicited 
the best perfoimance for grade groups 2, 5, and 8N, and the SC condition 
gave the best perfomsnce for grade group P, the individual grade group 
analyses showed that the main effect of Cue Availability was significant 
only for grade gro%v# 5 ^  - 3,79, 2/36 £<.05) and 8M (F « 3.66,
2/36 £<.025). Thus, contrary to expectations (%rpothesis 6, p. 22),
the cue availability conditions produced more distinct patterns of 
performance (i.e., less variability in amount of error) for the higher 
grade groups than for the lower grade groups.

The Complexity x Cue Availability interactions were not signi
ficant for any of the individual grade groups. The interaction for each 
grade group is shown in Figure 10.

The Blocks of trials main effect was significant for all
grade groins (F's - 2.75, 2.80, 25.76, 55.12; all 7/252 df, £<.01), 
reflecting the significant grade x Blocks interaction in the overall 
analysis (Figure 7). Thus for all grade groups there was a significant 
decrease In error rate across blocks of trials.

For grade groups 5 and 8M the Blocks of trials x Cue Avail
ability interactions were significant (F's - 3.51 and 2.15 respectively,
both 14/252 £<.01). The trends in these interactions follow those
in the Blocks of trials x Cue Availability interaction in the overall 
analysis, in that the GC condition initially elicited a lower number 
of mean log errors and that the HC condition elicited a more gradual
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dccrcM* in «rror rntc chan did the other two cue availability conditiona.

Thua, in term# of the individual grade groups, the overall 
trends of the pooled coaplexity analysis are supported but not always 
at a significant level. In terns of specific cm^lexity levels, per
formance differences were significant only for grade grot^ P, «rith the 
trends in grade groups 2 and 5 in the expected direction. For grade 
groi^ SU, the trend was opposite to the trends in the other groups.
The main effect of Cue Availability became significant for grade groups 
5 and 8M, but not for grade groups P and 2.

To complete the picture of %d*at occurred in terms of the 
specific complexity levels, analyses were performed on each specific 
complexity level. These appear in Tables 12, 13, 14 and 15. The 
influence of grede grotqp»ing on specific coi^lexity level performance 
was significant only for the three irrelevant dimensions problem 
(F - 9.50, 2/36 £<.005) and approached significance for the two
irrelevant dimensions problem (F ■ 3.14, 1/24 £<.10). These
differences can be seen in Figure 9. For all the specific complexity 
level problems the hypothesised trend is seen (Hypothesis 5, p. 22), 
with the higher grade grotqps working on each problem showing better 
performance (decreased error rate) than the lower grade grotps.

The main effect of Cue Availability was significant only 
for the four irrelevant dimensions problem (£ » 7.52, 2/36 £<.005)
with the HC condition eliciting the highest error rate (mean • 3.21) 
followed by the SC condition (mean « 1.27) and the GC condition 
(mean “ 0.42). For none of the specific complexity level problems 
was the Grade x Cue Availability interaction significant, but these
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TabU 12
TWO Irrelevant Dimenaiona: Analyala of Variance on Log Errora

Source MS P 2

Between Snbjecta
Grade (G) 1 1.7618 3.14 (.10)
Coe Availability (CA) 2 0.1403 0.25
G X CA 2 1.3889 2.47
Within (Error between Sp) 24 0.5617

Within Snbjecta
Blocka of Triala (B) 7 0.6042 28.87 .001
B X G 7 0.0100 0.48
B X CA 14 0.0182 0.87
B X G X CA 14 0.0424 2.02 .05
Within (Error within Sa) 168 0.0209

Table 13
Three Irrelevant Dimenaiona: Analyaia of Variance on Log Errora

Source df MS F £

Between Subject#
Grade (G) 2 3.9574 9.50 .005
Cue Availability (CA) 2 0.9498 2.28
G X CA 4 0.5622 1.35
Within (Error between Sa) 36 0.4164

Within Subject#
Blocka of Trial# (B) 7 0.6485 23.64 .001
B X G 14 0.0394 1.44
B X CA 14 0.0154 0.56
B X G X CA 28 0.0234 0.85
Within (Error within Sa) 252 0.0274
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Table 14
Four Irrelevant Dimanaiona: Analyala of Variance on log Errora

Source il MS F £

Between Subject#
Grade (G) 2 0.4115 0.85
Cue Availability (CA) 2 3.6362 7.52 .005
G X CA 4 0.3206 0.66
Within (Error between Sa) 36 0.4833

Within Subject#
Blocka of Triala (B) 7 0.7354 24.81 .001
B X G 14 0.0193 0.65
B X CA 14 0.0326 1.10
B X G X CA 28 0.0150 0.51
Within (Error within te) 252 0.0296

Table 15
Five Irrelevant Dimenaiona: Joalyala of Variance on Log Errora

Source df MS F £

Between Subject#
Grade (6) 1 1.3231 2.87
Cue Availability (CA) 2 0.9387 1.82
G X CA 2 0.2684 0.58
Within (Error between te) 24 0.4613

Within Subject#
Blocka of Triala (B) 7 0.7219 24.31 .001
B X G 7 0.0405 1.36
B X CA 14 0.0724 2.44 .005
B X 6 X CA 14 0.0234 0.79
Within (Error within te) 168 0.0297
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interactions nr# presented in Figure 11 end ehow nesn perfomsnce 
levels for ell conditions. On essnining the individual grade groupa, 
it is seen that the general trends front the pooled complexity levels 
snalysis give an incomplete picture of the results; that there are 
differences occurring that do not follow the overall trends and thus 
are hidden in the overall analysis.

Tha Blocks of trials msin effect was significant for all 
problems, indicating a drop in error rate across trials. For the two 
irrelevant dimensions problem the Blocks x Grede x Cue Availability 
interaction wan significant (F • 2.02; 14/168 £<.05) emphaaising
that for age group F the HC and GC conditions elicit a high (but 
decreasing) error rate across blocks with the SC condition yielding 
to a much faster decrease in error rate. For grade groi^ 2 there was 
an immediate drop in error# for the HC condition (x - 0 by block 2) 
with the SC end GC conditions eliciting a elower decrease in error 
rate.

The Blocks of trials x Cue Availability interaction was 
significant for the five irrelevant dimensions problem emphasising the 
overall trend which occurred ip the overall analysis (Figure 8).

Thus, looking at the performance levels in terms of specific 
problems, the main effect of Grade was significant only for the lower 
complexity problems (two end three irrelevant dimensions) on which the 
lower grade grot^s worked, although the trend of liq>roved performance 
with increasing grade was also seen on the other problems. The main 
effect of Cue Availability was significant only in the problem with 
four irrelevent dimensions. While the pooled complexity analysis of
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log orroro mod th# mnmlymi# of iodividuml grad# groi^ iodlcat#d th# 
■up#riority of th# SC In ag# group P, and th# st^rlorlty of th# 00 
in ag# gro«va 2, 5, #nd 8M (Flgur# 5 #od Figur# 10), th# analyal# in 
t#ra# of spocific probloa# indicat## that parhap# th# #ff#ctiv#a##a of 
ctto# dopond# upon a combination of grad# group and th# difficulty of 
th# probl#m for that grad# group (Figur# 11). That in, for grad# group 
P, th# SC condition elicited better perfomenc# than th# NC condition 
on th# two irrelevant dimanaiona problem. The SC condition elicited 
better performance than th# NC condition for grad# groi^ 2 and 5 on 
th# four irrelevant dimenaiona problem. Th# GC condition, in term# 
of thia enalyaia, ahowed auperiority over th# NC condition performance 
on th# four irrelevant diawnaiona problem with grad# groiq> 5 and on th# 
five irrelevent dimenaiona problem with age grotqp 8M.

Analvaia of Log Time to Solution Scorea
While moat atudiea in concept learning only uae errora made 

prior to aolution aa the dependent variable, it ia quite poaaible, 
eapecielly for different grade groupa, that errora and time to aolution 
may be influenced by different factor#. For thia reaaon, the data 
were alao analysed in terme of time required to reach criterion.
While the Pearaon product-moment correlation# between log time to 
aolution and log errora were hiÿi (all aignificant at the .005 level, 
each 43 ̂ ), it can be noted in Table 16 that thia relationahip varie# 
aomewhat from grade group to grade groi^.

Aa with the log errof acorea, the log time to aolution 
acorea were firat analysed in terms of overall trend# In the data, 
with the complexity levela being pooled acroaa grade groi^. The
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analysis of varlanes for pooled conplaxlty lavais on log tlaa to #a&og6#m 
la praaantad In Tabla 17. Tha awaaary tabla Indlcatas that tha thrga 
main affacts ara significant and ona Intaractlon approachaa algnlflcanca.

To datamlna If any dlffarancaa occurrad on tha log tlna 
■taaura for tha problama of ahapa-ralavant varans color-ralavant, 
r>taata vara parformad within aach grada groining. Tha raaulta vara:

P> t, ■* 1.28; Group 2, ^  ? 0.89; Grou^ 5, t̂ " 0.26; and Groiq̂  8M, 
t • 0.94 (all 43 ̂  and £>.10). Thus, thara vara no dlffarancaa 
batvaan tha two problam typaa In ragard to tha tlna neaaura, and the 
problem typaa vara pooled In tha subséquent analyses.

In aplta of tha Increasing conplaxlty levels with grade* 
tha log time to solution dacraaaad significantly with grada (F • 8.45* 
3/144 * £<.01). Tha dacraaaa In time van primarily linear aa Indi
cated by tha algnlflcanca of the linear component (F > 24.86* 1/144 
df. £<.001>* and as seen In Figure 12. Duncan's multiple range teat 
ahowed that the differences between the adjacent grade grotqps were not
significant* but that the mean log time to solution for grada group P
vas significantly longer than that of grotqps 5 and 8M; the mean log 
time for age group 2 was significantly longer than group 8M* groiq> 5 
was significantly faster than age groiq> P* and group 8M was significantly 
faster than gratis P and 2 (£ • .01* 144 df).

Ab with log errors* the effect of Complexity on log tlaa
was significant (F » 5.64* 2/144 df* £<.01)* with log time linearly 
Increasing with Complexity (F ? 11.27* 1/144 ̂ *  £<.01* Figure 13). 
Duncan's test showed that the differences between adjacent pooled 
conplaxlty levels were not significant at the .01 level. The difference
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Table 16
Paanoo Product' Mommat Corralatlona Batwaaa Log Errora 

and Log Tlaa to Solution

Grade Group 
P 2 S 8(M) 8(F)

E .867 .929 .916 .791 .925

Table 17
Analpala of Variance of Log Time to Solution with Pooled

Complexity Levela

Source MS P £

Grade (G) 3 0.5082 88.45 .01
Linear 1 1.4941 24.86 .001
Quadratic 1 0.0231 0.38
Cubic 1 0.0073 0.01

Complexity (C) 2 0.3393 5.64 .01
Linear 1 0.6778 11.27 .01
Quadratic 1 0.0008 0.00

Cue Availability (CA) 2 0.5231 8.70 .01
G X C 6 0.1097 1.83 (.10)
G X CA 6 0.0433 0.72
C X CA 4 0.1165 1.94
G X C X CA 12 0.0653 1.09
Within (Error between Sa) 144 0.0601
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b#tw##o low and high pooled coaploxlty level# wee sisniflceat (£, • .01, 
144 «).

The relationship between the Cue Availability conditions 
in the log time analysis (F ■ 8.70, 2/144 £<.01) was the same as
in the log errors analysis with the HC condition requiring the moat 
time (moan log time ■ .6135) and the SC condition (mean - .4801) and 
GC condition (mean - .4337) requiring less time (Figure 14). The 
difference between the SC and GC conditions was not significant at the 
.01 level, but the HC condition required significantly more time to 
solution (Duncan*# test, 144 df).

The Grade x Complexity interaction approached significance 
(F - 1.83, 6/144 £<.10) in which the trend of increased difficulty
(in terms of log time to solution) with increased stimulus complexity 
was seen only for grade groups P and 5. In groups 2 and 8M there was 
little difference among the complexity levels (See Figure 15). This 
interaction did not approach significance in the errors analysis, 
perhaps indicating a slight differential sensitivity of these two 
dependent variables to the experimental variables of the concept 
learning task.

The analyses based on the individual grade groups are 
suamarised in Table 18. The means for the conditions are portrayed 
in Figure 16.

Complexity was a significant main effect for grade groups 
P and 5 (F's ■ 4.84 and 3.75 respectively, both 2/36 ̂  and £<.05).
In groty 2 the traditional result of more inefficient performance 
with increased complexity (here increased time to solution) held for
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JÊhU 18
Indlviduml Crmd# %oop#: SoBMzy of âaalyooo of Vorianeo

on Log Tlao to Solution

Soute# éL MS F 2

Grad# Group f
Conplaslty (C) 2 .3828 4.84 .05
Cua AvallabUity (CA) 2 .2347 2.97 (.10)
C s GA 4 .0451 0.57
WLthltt (Error batuaan Sa) 36 .0790

Grada Group 2
Conplazltj (C) 2 .0459 0.68
Cua Availability (CA) 2 .1197 1.77
C % CA 4 .1590 2.35 (.10)
Within (Error batuaan te) 36 .0675

Grada Group 5
Conplaxity (C) 2 .2244 3.75 .05
Cua Availability (CA) 2 .2105 3.52 .05
C X CA 4 .0673 1.12
Within (Error betwean te) 36 .0599

Grada Group 8M
CoiVlajcity (C) 2 .0254 0.75
Cua Availability (CA) 2 .0981 2.89 (.10)
C X CA 4 .0361 1.06
Within (Error batuaan te) 36 .0339
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th« HC condition only, mod in grotq> 5 the NC condition led to m slight 
decremme in log tins to solution with incressed complexity.

Cue svsilebility use s significsnt nsin effect for grsde 
gfot^ 5 (F " 3.52, 2/36 £<.05) sod spprosched significsnce in
groups P end 8M (F's ■ 2.97 end 2.89, both 2/36 £<.10), with
the MC condition eliciting the highest time to solution scores.

While neither Coi^lexity nor Cue Avsilsbility were signifi
csnt in gro<^ 2, their intersction spprosched significsnce (F • 2.35, 
4/36 £<.10). In this intersction (Figure 168), log time to
solution incressed scross complexity with the NC condition end 
decressed in the GC condition. For the SC condition, the log time 
scores were st shout the seme levels for the two end four irrelevsnt 
dimensions problems, with the scores being much lower in the three 
irrelevsnt dimensions problem.

Coepsred to the log errors snslyses for the individuel 
grsde groups, the effects of cue svsilebility on the log time to 
solution were more noticesble. Thst is, in the log errors snslyses 
of the individuel grsde groins (Tsble 8 through 11), Cue Avsilsbility 
spprosched or resched significsnce in Groups P, 5 end 8M, end the 
intersction of Complexity x Cue Avsilsbility spprosched significsnce 
in Group 2. Thus, in the lower grsde level grotps, the time messure 
wss slightly more sensitive (in terms of significsnce levels) to the 
effects of cue svsilebility conditions then wss the errors messure.

The susmsry of the snslyses of vsrlsnce for the specific 
complexity levels on log time to solution scores is presented in 
Tsble 19, end the weens of the conditions sre shown In Figure 17.
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Tabl« 19
Specific Complexity Levels: Susmsry of Anslyses of Vsrisnce

on Log Time to Solution

Source ât MS F £

Tmo Irrelevsnt Dimensions
Grsde (G) 1 .2515 3.76 (.10)
Cue Avsilsbility (CA) 2 .0292 0.44
G % CA 2 .2047 3.06 (.10)
Within (Error betveen te) 24 .0668

Three Irrelevsnt Dimensions
Grsde (G) 2 .7714 12.63 .01
Cue Avsilsbility (CA) 2 .1289 3.11
G X CA 4 .0924 1.51
Within (Error between te) 36 .0611

Four Irrelevsnt Dimensions
Grade (G) 2 .0994 1.67
Cue Avsilsbility (CA) 2 .4346 7.29 .01
G X CA 4 .0276 0.46
Within (Error between te) 36 .0596

Five Irrelevsnt Dimensions
Grsde (G) 1 .3653 5.65 .05
Cue Avsilsbility (CA) 2 .1439 2.22
G X CA 2 .0288 0.44
Within (Error between te) 24 .0647
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Grad* vas a significant main effect on the three and five irrelevant 
dinensiona problème (F ■ 12.63, 2/36 df, £<.01, and F ■ 5.65, 1/24 
£<.05), and approached significance on the tvo irrelevant dimensions 
problem (F - 3.76, 1/24 £<.10). The trend on all of these
problems vas for log time to solution to decrease with increased £  
grade level. On the four irrelevant dimensions problem, the grade 
groins did not perform differently in terms of the log time variable.

Cue availability vas a significant variable only on the 
four irrelevant dimansions problem (F * 7.29, 2/36 £<.01). On
the tvo and three irrelevant dimensions problems, there vas little dif
ference betveen performance tismts for the SC and GC conditions (Figure 9A 
and Figure 9B).

On the tvo irrelevant dimensions problem, the Grade x Cue 
Availability interaction approached significance (£ - 3.06, 2/24 df, 
£<.10), vith the SC condition eliciting the lowest mean log tism to 
solution for grade group P and eliciting the hipest time for grade 
group 2.

The overall picture of the time measure is basically the 
same as in the errors analysis as would be eiq>ected by the high corre
lation betveen these variables. That is, there vas an increase in time 
to solution with increased complexity, a decrease in time to solution 
vith higher grade level, and the NC condition elicited the highest time 
to solution with the SC and GC conditions following. On closer inspec
tion of the data, however, there were a few differences between these 
tvo dependent variables. In terms of the individual grade groups, the 
time to solution variable was sliÿitly more sensitive to the cue
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«vallability condition# than the encors variable, particularly for 
the lower grade-level groi^ (Group# P and 2). In the apecific cowpleaity 
problem# analyae#, the time meaeure produced eignificant difference# 
between the grade level group# on the five irrelevant dimenaion# problem 
while the errors measure did not (Table# 15 and 19). This would appear 
to be due to the difference# in sensitivity of these measure# to the cue 
availability condition# (Figure# IID and 170). For the other specific 
complexity level problems, the result# of the time and error measure# 
among the grade groins were approximately the same.

Analysis of Bate of Bespondinx 
As mentioned in the introduction, there has been little 

exploration of dependent variables in concept learning tasks, other 
than errors made prior to solution or trials required to reach solution.
In this section the data are presented in terms of rate of responding, 
a derived measure which represents the average number of responses made 
per minute which was calculated by dividing the total number of trials 
to solution by the time to solution for each subject. The correlations 
of the rate of responding measure with the other two dependent variables 
are presented in Table 20.

Bate of responding was negatively and significantly correlated 
with both the log error and log time scores such that the higher the error 
rate the lower the number of responses per minute, and the longer the time 
to solution the slower the rate of responding per minute. The correlations 
were higher with Che log time scores than with the log error scores.

The summary of the overall rate of responding analysis of 
variance with pooled coiq>lexity levels is presented in Table 21.
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T«bl« 20
PaanoB Product-ltoeent Correlations b#tween Bate of Rsapondlng 

and Log Tima and Log Errors for Each Grada Group

Grade
Group

Sate of Basponding 
and Log Errors*

Bate of Besponding 
and Log Errors*

p -.4599 -.7703
2 -.5271 -.7425
5 -.4673.

-.3436*
-.7298

8M -.7213
8F -.4476 -.6620

*Eaeh correlation coefficient is bssed on 43 all coefficients 
significantly different from sero at £<.005 e%c«^t for b. 
"Significantly different from sero at £<.025.

Table 21
Analysis of Variance on Bate of Besponding with Pooled Coi^lexity Levels

Source MS F £

Grade (G) 3 449.19 16.92 .01
Linear 1 1322.68 49.83 .001
Quadratic 1 11.34 0.43
Cubic 1 13.56 0.51

Complexity (C) 2 59.56 2.24 (.10)
Cue Availability (CA) 2 118.29 4.46 .05
G X C 6 65.69 2.47 .05
G X CA 6 23.28 0.88
C X CA 4 1.95 0.07
G X CA X C 12 45.90 1.73 (.10)
Within (Error between £e) 144 26.54
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In tnns of rat* of responding perfonance on the two probl< 

typaa (form-relevant and color-relevant), ^-testa were performed within 
each grada groi^. These results were: Group P, ^  " 1.64, £<.10; Group 
2, £  - 0.93, Group 5, £ " 1.30, Groi^ 8M, £  « 0.72; all 43 ̂  (with 
1^.10 for Groups 2, 5 and 8N). Except for Group P, in which the dif
ference in rate of responding performance on font-relevant versus color
relevant approached significance, none of the differences between the 
two problem-types wars significant. The color-relevant and form-relevant 
problems were combined in all the subsequent analyses of rate of 
responding.

Bite of responding significantly increased with grade level 
(F " 16.92, 3/144 dtp £<.001), with the slope of the trend being linear 
and significantly different from sero (F - 49.83, 1/144 £<.001)
as shown in Figure 18. Duncan's teat revealed that the differences 
in rates of responding betveen grade groiq>s P and 2 were not significant 
and that the differences between grade groups 5 and 8M were not signi
ficant, but that all other comparisons among the grade groups were signi
ficant at the .01 level (144 df).

Pooled complexity level (low, middle and high) approached 
significance (F - 2.24, 2/144 £<.10). The mean rates of responding
for the low and middle coaplexity levels were quite similar (the means 
were 16.33 and 16.45 respectively) with the mean rate of responding for 
the high coaplexity %eyel being somewhat lower (mean - 14.67).

The main effect of Cue Availability was significant (F « 2.47, 
6/144 df, £<.05). The lowest rate of responding occurred in the HC 
condition (x - 14.36), the highest rate in the GC condition (x * 17.16),
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and Che SC condition (i • 15.93) erne intecaedlnte to the other cue 
condition#. The difference in rate between the HC and GC conditiona 
waa eignificant at .01, while the SC condition was not significantly 
different from either the NC or GC conditions (Duncan's test, 144 df).

The Arade x Complexity interaction was also significant 
(P " 2.47, 6/144 jU, £<.05). This interaction is shown in Figure 19.
To further understand what happened in this interaction sisq»le effects 
analyses of variance ware performed.

For each of the complexity levels, grade was a significant 
variable (Table 22). For the pooled low complexity level all differences 
in rate of responding were significant except for the differences 
between grade groups P and 2 and between grade groins 5 and 8M (Duncan's 
test, £ *  .05, 144 ̂ ). For the middle complexly level, grade group 
8M had a significantly higher rate of responding than grade grotq>s P,
2 and 5. At the .01 level. Groups P, 2 and 5 did not differ from each 
other (Duncan's test, 144 ̂ ). Vtth the high complexity level problem, 
the rates of responding were significantly different between grade 
groups P and 8M (£ * .01, 144 ̂ ), while groups P, 2 and 5 did not 
significantly differ from each other and neither did groups 2, 5 and 8M.

The summery of the rate of responding simple effects on 
Complexity is shown in Table 23. For grade groins P and 2, complexity 
was not a significant variable (F's " 0.63 and 0.74 respectively, both 
2/144 ̂ ). Co^lexity was a significant variable for age groups 5 and 
8M (F's • 4.05 and 4.24 respectively, both 2/144 £<.05). In age
group 5 the rate of responding was significantly hi^er for the low 
complexity problem than for the problems of middle and high complexity
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Table 22
Rate of Reapondlng Simple Effecta Analyala of Variance on Grade Groupa

Source M MS P E
Grade for low Complexity 3 185.56 6.99 .01
Grade for Middle Complexity 3 292.47 11.02 .01
Grade for High Complexity 3 102.25 3.85 .05
Within (Error) 144 26.54

Table 23
Rate of Reapondlng Sl^le Effects Analysis of Variance 

on Complexity Levels

Source df MS P E
Complexity Level for Grade P 2 16.59 0.63
Complexity Level for Grade 2 2 19.52 0.74
Complexity Level for Grade 5 2 107.91 4.06 .05
Co^tlexlty Level for Grade 8M 2 112.60 4.24 .05
Within (Error) 144 26.54
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(Duacan's taat» £  " .05, 144 ̂ ). For grade group 8M, the middle complex
ity level elicited a aigoificantly higher rate of reaponding than did 
either the low or high level complexity problems (£ ■ .05, 144 df). Thus, 
while grade was a significant variable across each pooled complexity 
level, complexity was a significant variable only for the two older 
grade groins, grot^ 5 and 8M, on the rate of responding measure.

The rate of responding variable was also analysed in terms 
of specific complexity levels and grade groii^. The summary of the 
analyses of variance for the individual grade grot^a is presented in 
Table 24.

The main effects of Complexity for each grade group gave 
further airport to the results of the Grade x Complexity interaction 
in the pooled analysis (Tsble 21) and the analysis of slsqile effects 
(Table 23). For grade groups P and 2, the main effect of Complexity 
was not significant (F “ 0.85, 2/36 df, and F • 1.02, 2/36 ̂ ). For 
grade groi^ 5, Ctmqplexity approached significance (F - 3.01, 2/36 
£<.10). The main effect of Co^lexity was significant for grade group 
8M (F ■ 3.56, 2/36 £<*05) with the responding rate being the hipest
for the five irrelevant dimensions problem.

The main effect of Cue Availability approached significance 
only in grade group 5 (F - 2.79, 2/36 £<.10). The effects of the
cue availability conditions for each grade group is seem in Figure 20. 
Because it was hypothesised that the NC condition would lead to the most 
inefficient performance, and the GC condition would lead to the most 
efficient performance within each age group (Hypothesis 1, p. 19, and 7, 
p. 23), further coi^arisons were made between the cue availability conditions
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Table 24
Individual Grada Groupa: Kate of Reaponding Analyaea of Variance

Source MS F £

Grade Group P
Complexity (C) 2 16.59 0.85
Cua Availability (CA) 2 35.05 1.79
C % CA 4 4.21 0.22
Within (Error) 36 19.57

Grade Group 2
Complexity (C) 2 19.52 1.02
Cue Availability (CA) 2 42.30 2.20
C X CA 4 68.15 3.55 .05
Within (Error) 36 19.20

Grade Group 5
Coaplexity (C) 2 107.91 3.01 (.10)
Cue Availability (CA) 2 99.86 2.79 (.10)
C X CA 4 12.24 0.34
Within (Error) 36 35.79

Grade Group 8M
Cof^lexity (C) 2 112.60 3.56 .05
Cue Availability (CA) 2 10.91 0.34
C X CA 4 55.06 1.74
Within (Error) 36 31.62
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witbin Mch grmd# group. The## ere presented in Teble 25.

Table 25
Coeparlson# between Cue Availability Conditiona witbin 

each Grade Group for Bate of Basponding

Cue Availability 
Comparisons Grade Group t Jt*

Ho Cue vs. Specific Cue F -1.93 .05
2 -1.46
5 -0.61
8M 0.25

Hd Cue vs. General Cue P -1.33
2 -1.96 .05
5 -2.14 .025
8K -3.30 .005

Specific Cue vs. General Cue P 0.61
2 -0.25
5 -1.61
8M -4.13 .005

*Eaeb t-test is based on 28 df.

The coi^arisons between the cue availabiliqr conditions on 
the rate of responding variable were colorable to those in the errors 
analysis (Table 7). The SC condition led to a faster rate of responding 
than did the HC condition only in grade group P (t, • -1.93 , 28 £<.05).
For the other grade groups, 2, 5 and 8M, the GC condition led to faster 
response rates than did the HC condition. In grade grotqi 8M, as in the 
errors analysis, the SC and GC conditions became significantly differen
tiated with the GC condition leading to the higher rate of responding.

The cell means for all conditions within each grade (i.e., the
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Coaplexity X Guo ▲▼allxbllity intoractloao) are ahown In Figure 21. For 
the rate of reaponding aeaaure the Coaplexity x Cue Availability 
interaction reached aignificance only in grade group 2 (F ■ 3.55»
4/36 df» £<.05). While the overall trend in grade group 2 waa for the 
GC condition to lead to the higheat rate of reaponding» thia did not 
hold for the three irrelevant dimenaiona problea. On thia problea the 
SC condition led to the higheat rate. Thua» for thia problea» grade 
group 2 reaponded more nearly like the overall perforaance of grade 
group P (i.e.» better perforaance with the apecific cue condition). On 
the two and four irrelevant dimenaiona probleaa» grade group 2 reaponded 
more like the older grade, groupa with the GC cwdition eliciting the 
hi^eat rate of reaponding.

Ihe analyaea of variance for the apecific co^»lexity levela 
are auamariaed in Table 26 and the cell aeana are ahown in Figure 22. 
Grade waa a aignifleant main effect for the three and five irrelevant 
dimenaiona problems (F - 12.15» 2/36 » £<.01» and F - 11.32» 1/24 ̂ »
£<.01)» and approached aignificance on the four irrelevant dimenaiona 
problem. For all theae problema the expected trend of a higher rate 
of reaponding for increaae in grade occurred.

The main effect of Cue Availability reached aignificance 
only on the four irrelevant dimenaiona problem (F " 3.35» 2/36 df» £<.05) 
but alao approached aignificance on the three irrelevant dimenaiona 
problem (F - 2.70» 2/36 df» £<.10). With the exception of the three 
irrelevant dimenaiona problem» the GC condition led to the higheat rate 
of reaponding and the NC condition led to the loweat rate. In the three 
irrelevant dimenaiona problem the highest rate of reaponding occurred
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Table 26
Specific Coaplexity Level#: Rate of Reaponding Analyaea of Variance

Source df MS F 2

TVo Irrelevant Diaanaions
Grade (G) 1 3.56 0.22
Cue AvailabUity (CA) 2 21.91 1.38
G X CA 2 12.84 0.81
Within (Error) 24 15.90

Three Irrelevant Diaanaiona
Grade (G) 2 281.18 12.15 .01
Cue Availability (CA) 2 62.43 2.70 (.10)
G X CA 4 44.68 1.93
Within (Error) 36 23.15

Four Irrelevant Diaanaiona
Grade (G) 2 83.63 2.72 (.10)
Cue Availability (CA) 2 103.17 3.35 .05
G X CA 4 24.06 0.78
Within (Error) 36 30.78

Five Irrelevant Dimensions
Grade (G) 1 367.92 11.32 .01
Cue Availability (CA) 2 57.91 1.78
G X CA 2 41.26 1.27
Within (Error) 24 32.52
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with th« SC condition. The Grade % Cue Availability interaction did 
not approach signiiieance in any of the apecific complexity level probleaa 

Thus, the rate of reaponding aeaaure waa negatively correlated 
with the time and arror variablea reported in the previoua aectiona.
The average rate of reaponding increaaed with grade but waa aenaitive 
only to complexity level differencea in the oldeat grade groupa (i.e., 
groi^a 5 and 8M). Overall, the GC condition elicited the higheat 
rate of reaponding in all grade groupa except for grade groi^ P in 
which the SC condition elicited the higheat rate. Bowever, there were 
alao other exceptiona to thia trend, auch aa grade group 2 ahowing 
the higheat rate of reaponding on the SC condition on the three irrele
vant dimenaiona problem. In age groi^ 8M the difference in rate of 
reaponding between the GC and SC conditiona became eignificant aa it 
did in the log errora analyala.

Banlication on Sex In Grade Group ̂
The reaulta that have been preaented thua far were baaed on 

the performance of male aubjecta. To further inveatigate aome aex 
differences that have been found in other studies (Pishkin, Wblfgang 
and Rasmussen, 1967; Woflgang, 1967b), grade group 8M was replicated 
for females.

It was reported previously that there were no significant 
difference between problem-types (color-relevant and form-relevant) 
for grade groiq> 8M on any of the three measures. This also held for 
grade group 8F in which the following t^values between problem-tTpea 
were found: log errora, t_" .048; log time, _t " 0.192; rate of reaponding, 
^  • 0.867 (all had 43 £>^10). Thua there were no eignificant
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diff«r«ieM on problem-type for grede group 8 end the date for both 
problMO of form-releemnt end color-relevant mere combined in the 
following analyaea.

The analyaea of variance on the three dependent variablea 
of the etudy for grade group 8 (8M and 8F) are preaented in Tablea 27»
28 and 29.

The main effect of Goeplezity waa not aignificanct on any 
of the dependent variablea. Cue Availability waa a aignificant main 
effect in the log error# analyaia (F - 3.07, 2/72 £<.05) and in the
log time analyaia (F • 3.51, 2/72 £<.05). In both caaea the HC
condition elicited the moat inefficient performance and the 60 condition 
led to the moot efficient performance, with the SC condition being 
intermediate. The maim effect of Sex ^preached aignificance in both 
the errora and time analyaea. The meana for malea were: log error# -
0.9576; log time ■ 0.3954. The meana for female# were: log errora • 
1.5760; log time • 0.4784. Thus, the malea performed more efficiently 
than the females in that they have a lower error rate and a faster 
time to solution (Figures 25 and 26). In examining these sex differences 
it is ii^ortant to note that the experimenter waa female.

The Complexity x Cue Availability interaction and the Sex x 
Complexity interaction in the rate of responding analysis of grade 
group 8 were both significant. In the Complexity x Cue Availability 
interaction (F ■ 2.63, 4/72 £<.05), shown in Figure 23, the
traditional effect across co^lexity (i.e. task becomes more difficult 
with increasing complexity) was seen with the SC and GC conditions, 
with the responding rate decreasing as a function of increasing co^lexity.
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Tmbl# 27
Gr#d# Group 8: Analysis of Vsrlsnce on Log Errors with

Rsplicstlon for Ssx

Soorcs MS I £

Bstwssn Sobiscts
Conplszlty (C) 2 0.0395 0.11
CiM Awailsbility (CA) 2 1.0641 3.07 .05
Ssx (8) 1 1.0756 3.10 (.10)
C X CA 4 0.2414 0.70
C X S 2 0.4338 1.25
CA X S 2 0.0252 0.07
C X CA X S 4 0.3066 0.88
Within (Error bstwssn Ss) 72 0.3471

tttthln Sttbjscts
Blocks of Trlsls (B) 7 2.3648 84.34 .001
B X C 14 0.0120 0.43
B X CA 14 0.0412 1.47
B X S 7 0.0264 0.94
B X C X CA 28 0.0273 0.97
B X C X S 14 0.0172 0.61
B X CA X S 14 0.0243 0.87
B X CA X C X S 28 0.0272 0.97
Within (Error within £s) 504 0.0280
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Table 28
Grade Group 8: Analyaia of Variance on Log Time to Solution

with Replication for Sex

Source il MS F 2

Complexity (C) 2 0.0445 0.92
Cue Availability (CA) 2 0.1700 3.51 .05
Sex (S) 1 0.1551 3.21 (.10)
C X CA 4 0.0632 1.31
C X S 2 0.0979 2.02
CA X S 2 0.0010 0.02
C X CA X S 4 0.0363 0.75
Wthin (Error) 72 0.0484

Table 29
Grade Group 81: Analyaia of Variance on Rate of Beaponding

with Replication for Sex

Source il MS F £

Complexity (C) 2 70.09 1.75
Cue Availability (CA) 2 32.94 0.82
Sax (S) 1 60.24 1.50
C X CA 4 105.55 2.63 .05
C X S 2 136.96 3.41 .05
CA X S 2 3.32 0.08
C X CA X S 4 41.47 1.03
Within (Error) 72 40.16
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Howttvcr, for the NC condition the opposite trend occurred, with response 
rate increesing with co^^lexity end with the HC condition eliciting 
the hipest rate of response in the six irrelerant dimensions problem.

In the Sex x ComplexiQr interaction (F ■ 3.41, 2/72 £<.0S),
in the rate of responding enelysis shown in Figure 24, the traditionsl 
effect of more increased problem difficulty with co^lexity occurred 
only for the females, with this trend being that of decreased responding 
rate with increased complexity. For the males, performance rate increased 
for the five irrelevant dimensions problem indicating perhaps differential 
cue saliency between the sexes on the dimensions on this problem. For 
the males there was little difference in the performsnce rates between 
the four and six irrelevant dimensions problems.

While the Sex x Complexity interactions were not significant 
in the log time or log errors analysis of grade group 8, some differences 
between the sexes on specific complexity levels did occur. For this 
interaction in the log errors analysis (shown in Figure 25), the rate 
increased across coig>lexity for the females but decreased for the males. 
The difference between the sexes was significant on the six irrelevant 
dimensions problem (t ■ 2.115, 28 £<.05) but not for the four
irrelevant dimensions problem (t « -0.154, 28 ̂ )  or the five irrelevant 
dimensions problem (t » 1.154 , 28 ̂ ). In the log time analysis the 
difference between the sexes was significant on the five irrelevant 
dimensions problem (t - 2.039, 28 £<.05) but was not significant
for the four irrelevant dimensions problem (t - 0.589 , 28 ̂ )  or the 
six irrelevant dimensions problem (£ • 1.686 , 28 df).

Thus, in terms of the sex variable in grade group 8, the
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mml## p#rformmd slightly better than the femsles; however, this 
difference between the sexes was dependent on the complexity level of 
the problem end on the type of measure that was utilised in assessing 
their performsnce. One possibility concerning these sex differences 
is that they any be a function of Ss developmental level. In order to 
obtain a better understanding of these differences the means for both 
sexes and the specific grades within grade group 8 (7th, 8th and 9th 
graders) are shown in Figures 27, 28 and 29, for the three dependent 
varihbl##.

For rate of responding (Figure 27) the differences between 
the two sexes did increase with grade (7th throu^ 9th grade) in grade 
groiqp 8. For the 9th graders this difference was significant (jt • 1.899, 
28 £<.05) (For the 7th graders, _t - 0.38, 28 £>.10; for the
8th graders, _t - .67, 28 £>.10; neither were significant). The
same picture was seen in the sex differences between the specific 
grsde-levels on the log time measure (Figure 28). For the 7th graders, 
there was no significant difference on log time to solution for the 
two sexes (t " 1.03, 28 df). For the 8th graders the difference 
between the sexes approached significance (t̂ > 1.52, 28 j£<.10).
The males in the 9th grade performed more efficiently than the 9th 
grade females (t̂ « 1.95, 28 df̂ , £<.05). Thus, for the log time and 
rate of responding measures, the differences in the performance levels 
of the two sex groups increased with specific grade-level (7th through 
9th grades).

There was little difference between the two sexes in the 8th 
grade (t " 0.52» 28 £>.10), but the difference between the sexes
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for tho 7th grodors warn significant (t ■ 2.388» 28 df» £<.025) and the 
difference between the sens in the 9th grade approached significance 
(t " 1.316» 28 ̂ »  £<.10). Thus» while the difference in levels in 
performsnce for the two sens increesed with specific grade level for 
the rate of responding measure» factors other than the developmental 
aspects of sex differences should probably be considered for the results 
that occurred with the errors measure.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

A major parpose of tho proseat study was to inoostigoto tho 
rolotlonship botwooa stimulus cues which previously had booo operationally 
defined as representing 'Wmory'* and "attentional" functions in concept 
identification tasks. The apecific instance cue used in the present 
study (i.e., the last correct stimulus card remaining visible within each 
category) was adapted from experiments investigating the role of past 
stimulus availability on conceptual task performance; past stimulus 
availability has been linked to the memory requirements of concept 
identification. The general focusing cue condition in this ea^riment 
(i.e., the levels of the relevant dimension were shown to ̂  prior to 
and during the concept learning task) was drawn from studies using 
various types of "emphasizers" to call Ss "attention" to specific 
aspects of the stimulus material. It was predicted that the functions 
of these two types of cues, the specific instance cue and the general 
focusing cue, would be closely interrelated, but, that their influence 
on concept learning performance would depend upon the stimulus coeplexity 
of the task and on ̂ s educational grade level. These predictions were 
presented in a series of hypotheses. The original hypotheses are now 
stated and discussed in relation to the observed results.

101
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1, The u«e of m opeclflc inotencc cue condition end of e 

eenerel focueine cue condition will both leed to note efficient 
perfornance (i.>e., fewer error# and feeter tine to aolution) on e 
concept leemine teak than the uae of a condition in which no auch 
cue# ere eveilable to the Sa.

Thia hypotheaia waa atrongly aupported by both the error and 
tine to aolution neaaurea uaed in thia atudy in that both the apecific 
inatence cue and general focuaing cue condition# led to aignificently 
more efficient perfornance (i.e., fewer errora end fee ter tine to 
aolution than did the no cue# eveileble condition (Figure 3, p. 38 end Figure 
14, p. 67). On the rate of reaponding neaaure the hypotheaia waa partially 
ai^ported in that both the apecific inatence cue end general focuaing 
cue condition led to a f^ter rate of reaponding than did the no cue# 
available condition; however, the apecific inatence cue condition 
perfornance waa not aignificently feater than the no cuea available 
condition.

Theae reaulta confim evidence fron other atudies which have 
inveatigated theae "nenory” and "attentional" cuea aeparately (e.g.,
Piahkin and Wblfgang, 1965; Bourne, Goldstein and Link, 1964; Haygood 
and Bourne, 1965; Archer, 1962; Trabaaao, 1963). In addition to both 
type# of cuea leading to nore efficient perfornance than the no cuea 
available condition, it ia noticeable that the difference between 
perfornance on theae two cuea («dien all atinulua complexity levels and 
£  grade groups are combined) ia not aignificant on any of the three 
neaaurea (log errora, log tine to aolution, and rate of reaponding).
Thus, the similarity in the performance with the specific instance cue
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and gtnaral focuaing cue calla for further evaluation of the inter- 
relatedneea of the functiona of theae cuea as they are now conceived.
In terms of Hypotheaia 1, both types of cues are providing effective 
additional information to the te over and above that provided by the 
no cuea available condition. In order to obtain a clearer picture of 
the type of information these cues are providing, it is necessary to 
conaider the reaulta in relationship to the other hypotheses.

2. In the beginning trials of performance on the concept 
learning task. Ss in the general focusing cue condition will show 
significantly more efficient performance then the te In the specific 
instance cue condition, and that this initial advantage for the 
general focusing cue condition Ss will lead to somewhat better overall 
performance for the general focusing cue condition than for the 
specific instance cue condition performance.

The first part of this hypothesis was supported by the 
repeated measures analysis of log errors across blocks of 12 trials.
In the initial phases of performance (here defined as the first block 
of trials) the general focusing cue condition led to more efficient 
performance (i.e., fewer log errors) than did the specific instance 
cue condition (Figure 8, p. 49). This result gives support to the conten
tion that one of the processes involved in concept learning tasks 
is to discover what the relevant dimension is, thus supporting the 
Bower and Trabasso model of concept learning (1964) and Haygood and 
Bourne's analysis of the processes involved in concept learning (1965). 
That is, providing the subject information about the relevant dimension 
(although it was not stated as such to the subjects in this study) led
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to laaediately superior performsnce compered to the specific instance 
cue or no cues at all. However» the performance with the specific 
instance cue approached that of the level of the focusing cue early 
in the learning process (by the second and third block of trials.
Figure 8» p. 49). This result allows for several interpretations of the 
functions of these cues. One such interpretation mi^t be that the 
focusing cue offers only a slight advantage over the specific instance 
cue and that "attention" aids thus offer only a slight advantage over 
'Wmory" aids. Another possible interpretation, which seems more 
plausible, is that both types of cues provide information in the selection 
or discovery of the relevant dimension, but that the role of the 
specific instance cue in this regard comes into effect only after the 
subject has had the opportunity to view a certain number of the stimuli. 
Thus, the initial information provided by the specific instance cue 
results in performance no better than the no cue condition; but, after 
exposure to a small number of the specific instance cues the performance 
approaches that of the focusing cue with both cues resulting in better 
performance than no cues available. This last interpretation is also 
supported by the results of the differential effects of the cue conditions 
with variations in stimulus complexity (Hypothesis 4).

The second part of Hypothesis 2, that the initial advantage 
in the general focusing cue condition would subsequently lead to some
what better overall performance for this condition than the specific 
instance cue condition, was supported. That is, the general focusing 
cue condition did elicit somewhat better performance (i.e., fewer mean 
log errors, faster time to solution, and higher rate of responding)
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than the specific Instance cue condition (Figure 3, p. 38 and Figure 14, 
p. 67). However, as noted above, this difference was not significant. Thus 
the Initial advantage provided by the general focuaing cue condition 
was Just that, as reflected In both the Initial performance with the 
cue availability conditions and the overall performance levels. This 
provides further support for the assumption that both the 'Wmory'* and 
"attention" cuea have similar functions In terms of performance.

3. On tasks of low stimulus complemlty. the specific 
Instance cue and general focusing cue conditions will not substantially 
lsB>rove concept learning performance compared to the no cues available 
condition. However, with Increasing stimulus complexity the specific 
Instance cue and general cue conditions will elicit progressively more 
efficient performance levels than the no cue condition.

This hypothesis was based on the premise that the demands 
placed on ̂ s memory and attentional capabilities will vary with the 
complexity of the task and thus that the effectiveness of 'Wmory" and 
"attentional" cues, as compared to no cues, would also vary with task 
complexity. In the design of the present experiment, specific complexity 
level (I.e., number of Irrelevant dimensions) overlapped grade groups 
(Table 1, p. 26), such that low complexity here refers to one Irrelevant 
dimension for grade group P, two Irrelevant dimensions for grade group 
2, three Irrelevant dimensions for grade group 5, and four Irrelevant 
dimensions for grade group 8. The specific complexity levels for the 
middle and high complexity conditions are one and two Irrelevant 
dimensions added, respectively, to those In the low com>lexlty condition 
for each grade group.
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Hypoth##!# 3 warn supported by the errors snslysis (Figure 4, p. 40) 

but not by the time end rste of responding snslyses. In the errors 
snslysis there use no difference between the cue svsilsbility conditions 
on the low complexity level problems. Thus the sdditionsl information 
provided by the general focusing and specific instance cues is not 
giving £  any effective sdditionsl information in this low co#g»lexity 
level condition. For increased coiq>lexity levels, however, this 
sdditionsl information does substantially aid Ss memory and attentional 
capabilities. That is, for the middle and high co^lexity level 
conditions there is a significant difference in the performance levels 
of the no cue available condition and the two cues available conditions 
(i.e., specific instance cue and general focusing cue) as seen in Figure 
4, p. 40. The two cues available conditions elicited significantly 
fewer mean log errors than the no cues available condition (more 
efficient performance) for the middle and high complexity conditions.
This makes the effectiveness of the cues dependent on task complexity 
and the demands placed on £s capabilities. Ihis relationship is 
further discussed with Hypothesis 4.

4. In the no cues available condition, more inefficient 
performance will occur with increases in stimulus complexity, 
followinx the Bourne and Restle prediction (1959). However, with 
the specific instance cue and general focusing cue conditions this 
trend of increasingly more inefficient performance with increased 
stimulus complexity will be eliminated or considerably lessened.

In the overall errors analysis of cue availability as a func
tion of stimulus complexity (Figure 4, p. 40), performance became
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•Ignlfiamtly w>r« inefficient (i.e., more error# nede) in the no cue 
condition with increeae# in etimulos complexity. This result follows 
the general trend suggested by the Bourne end Restle methemeticel 
model of concept lemming (1959) end by msny investigators (e.g..
Archer, Bourse end Brown, 1955; Pishkin, 1960; Bourne, 1957; Lordshl,
1961; Bulgerella end Archer, 1962). For the specific instence cues 
end general focusing cues however, the trend wee for stimulus complexity 
not to heve e significent effect on performsnce level in terms of error 
rate. For the general focusing cue the performsnce levels were quite 
similer for ell three complexity levels. For the specific instence 
cue there wee no difference in the performsnce levels between the low 
end middle complexity levels, but there wes e significent increese in 
errors between the middle end high coeq>lexity levels. The feet thet 
the provision of focusing cues eliminated the effect of stimulus 
complexity upon performsnce suggests thet the traditional effect of 
stimulus complexity, demonstrated when no cues are provided to the 
is due in large pert to the stimulus selection process (i.e., the discovery 
of the relevant aspects of the stimulus coeq»lex), end also In the 
aiding of the encoding process which this type of cue probably provides. 
While the overall effect of stimulus complexity on the specific 
instance cue wes not significent, there was a significant increase 
in error rate from the middle to high levels. This supports the 
previous contention that the specific cue can also serve as an attention 
or stimulus selection cue after the subject has been eiqtosed to a certain 
number of instances. Because the specific instance cue is showing all 
the variations in the stimuli, both relevant and irrelevant, more and
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■ore etiaulue Inetences would heve to be viewed by the subject with 
increesed stimulus complexity levels In order for this cue to be effective 
es e focusing cue. Thus in the high complexity condition (idiich wes 
three irrelevant dimensions for grede group P, four irrelevant dimensions 
for group 2» five irrelevant dimensions for group 5, end six irrelevant 
dimensions for group 8), the general cue condition led to significantly 
better performance then the specific cue condition. Both of these cue 
conditions led to significantly better performance then the no cue 
condition for the middle end high levels of complexity.

Hypothesis 4 wes thus supported, end the trend predicted 
by the Bourne end Beetle model (1959) holds only for the no cues 
eveilsble condition. This indicates thet the effect of more irrelevant 
information added to the task is to place more of a demand on Ss memory 
and attentional capabilities.

5. For tasks of equal complexity levels, performance on the 
concept lea minx task will improve with grade level; and, for Ss within 
the same grade level, performance will become more inefficient with 
increases in task complexity.

The purpose of this hypothesis was to test the sensitivity 
of the design in the present experiment and to replicate other findings 
of improved concept learning performance with increased age of Ŝ (e.g. 
Osier end Kofslqr, 1965). In spite of the increasing specific complexity 
levels with age (Table 1, p. 26), performance became more efficient with 
age; that is, a decrease in error rate (Figure 1, p. 36), a decrease in 
time to solution (Figure 12, p. 64), and an increase in rate of responding 
(Figure 18, p. 78). However, as the specific complexity level problems
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IncrMsed in th« number of irrelevant dimeueione with grade group» 
a clearer interpretation of what occurred can be obtained by examining 
the performance of the grade groups on specific complexity level problems.

The first part of Hypothesis 5 was supported by the trend of per
formance (but not always supported by the significance of the F tests) 
across age on all the specific complexity level problems (Figure 11» p. 60»
Figure 17» p. 73» and Figure 22» p. 89). That is» the higher grade
level grotq>s within each problem performed more efficiently. A 
clearer picture of this trend can be seen in the log errors analysis 
(Figure 9, p. 53). On the two irrelevant dimensions problem it is noted
that grade group 2 made fewer mean log errors than group P» and on 
the five irrelevant dimensions problem» group 8M made fewer errors than 
grade group 5. This same trend held for the other specific coi^lexity 
level problems. Thus the £s in the higher grade groups demonstrated 
more efficient performance on specific complexity level problems.

It was also expected that» for ̂ s within the same grade group» 
performance would become more inefficient with an increase in stimulus 
complexity level (second part of Hypothesis 5). This trend was supported 
by the results with age groups P» 2 and 5» but not for grade group 8M (Figure 
10» p. 55, Figure 16, p. 70, and Figure 21, p. 87). These trends can 
also be seen in Figure 9, p. 53. For grade groups P» 2» and 5 the mean 
number of log errors clearly increased with stimulus complexity 
level. For grade group 8M a trend of decreased mean log errors 
with increasing complexity level occurred; even this trend is 
complicated by the fact that on the rate of responding measure (Figure 
210, p. 87) performance rate increased from the four to five irrelevant
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dlmmomlqa# problem. In the interpretation of these results there are 
several factors that need to be considered. One factor vas that the Ss 
in group 8M %iere 7th, 8th and 9th grade boys and that the Z was female. 
This point will be further explored in discussing the sex differences 
lAich occurred in Group 8. Another point to consider here would be the 
saliency of added irrelevant dimensions for the Ss. It is apparent here 
that the "additivity of cues" assumption of the Bourne and Restle model 
(1959) is not holding for these Ss, i.e. performance does not become 
more inefficient with the added irrelevant dimensions. The dimensions 
that were added were horisontal position of the patterns for four 
irrelevant dimensions, vertical position of the patterns for five 
irrelevant dimensions, and orientation of the patterns for six irrelevant 
dimensions. These dimensions all utilised spatial variations of the 
patterns in relation to the idiite card background, whereas the other 
irrelevant dimensions (form or color, sise, and number) involved 
differences in the attributes of the patterns themselves. While males 
have been noted to have a good facility for spatial perception and 
spatial tasks (Maccoby, 1966) they are also able to respond to specific 
aspects of a stimulus task without being adversely affected by the 
background or field of the stimulus material (e.g. the analytic ability 
or field independence of Witkin, Lewis, Hertsman, Hschover, Meissner, 
and Wapner, 1954; Witkin, Djdt, Paterson, Goodenough, and Karp, 1962). 
Variations in the spatial positioning of the patterns in the present 
eaqieriment could possibly be associated with the "field" of the stimulus 
material. In terms of the log error analysis the ̂ s in group 8M 
apparently were able to eliminate the spatial irrelevant dimensions
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more quickly me # function of the number of such dimensions. In the rete 
of responding snslysis (Figure 21D, p. 87) this wes psrtlculsrly true for 
the Increesed complexity from four to five Irrelevsnt dimensions.
On the rste of responding messure, however, orlentstlon of the psttem 
(the sixth Irrelevsnt dimension) reflected s decresse In rste of responding 
(more Inefficient performsnce) Indlcstlng thet orlentstlon did hsve the 
effect of slowing these £s down (cosqisred to the five Irrelevsnt dimen
sions problem) though this result wes not demonstrsted by s higher error 
rste. The performsnce of grede group 8M scross stimulus complexity 
levels msy thus be due to the ssllency of the cues to these ̂ s.

6. The use of the specific Instence cue end xenersl focusing 
cue conditions will Improve the performsnce of the lower grede level 
Ss more then thet of the higher grede level Ss on concept learning 
tasks of cowsrsble complexity levels. That Is, the difference In the 
performsnce levels of the no cue condition end the two cues-svsllsble 
conditions will be greater for the younger Ss than for the older Ss.

The reasoning behind this hypothesis was that ss the older 
Sa presumably hsve greater attentions! and memory abilities these aids 
would be of less benefit to them. This hypothesis was not supported 
on any of the overall analyses of the dependent variables (I.e., the 
Grade x Cue Availability Interactions wery not significant). In terms 
of the overall analyses, the lack of a significant Grade x Cue Availability 
Interaction could be due to the fact that the complexity levels 
Investigated In this study Increased for successive grade groups.
That Is, grade grovq> P worked on problems with one, two and three ̂  

Irrelevant dimensions; group 2 worked on problems with two, three or
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four Irrelevant diaenslone; group 5 had problem* with three, four or five 
irrelevent dimenaiona, and group 8 had problem* with four, five or aim 
irrelevant dimenaiona.

A clearer view of thia hypotheaia can be gained by looking at 
the reaulta in terma of the apecific complexity level problème. However, 
in none of theae analyaea doea the Grade x Cue Availability interaction 
ranch aignificance although a trend doea occur in the hypotheaised direction 
(Figure* 11, p. 60; 17, p. 73; and 22, p. 89). The difference* in the 
performance level* between the cuea available and the no cue available 
condition* become* lea* for the higher grade groi^a working on the 
individual complexity level problem*. One poaaibility for the abaence 
of atrong aupport for thia hypotheaia ia that the range of grade group* 
for any one complexity level waa not great enough and alao that the 
range of complexity level for any one grade gro«q> waa not broad enouÿi 
to adequately teat thia hypotheaia. Thia would be one poaaibility 
for further reaearch.

It ia apeculated that, if in the preaent atudy the same 
complexity level* had been used acroaa all grade groupa, the aupport 
for thia hypotheaia would have been about the aame aa occurred in the 
preaent design. As the discussion of Hypotheaia 7 will indicate, it 
ia not only the capabilities of attention and memory that brings with
him to thia type of concept learning task which influence* performance - __
with the cuea-availabile conditions, but also the ability to utilise 
the cuea that will influence subsequent performance. The ability to 
effectively uae the apecific instance cue and general focuaing cue 
conditions changed with grade group aa indicated by the résulta to
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b# discussed next*

7. The general focusing cue condition will elicit nore 
efficient perforsumce then the specific instance cue condition for 
all grade level groups.

This hypothesis was supported for grade groups 2 through 8 
(1st through 9th graders) but not for group P (4-year-old preschool 
and kindergarten S»"}, This result was strongly supported in the errors 
analysis (Figure 5, p. 43) and was also supported in the time and rate or 
responding analyses (Figure 16, p. 70 and Figure 20, p. 84). For grade 
groups 2, 5 and 8 the best performance occurred with the general 
focusing cue. However, the difference between the general focusing 
cue performance and specific instance cue performance was significant 
only in grade group 8. For grade group P the best performance resulted 
from the specific instance cue condition. These results, particularly 
those with the lower-grade group ̂ s, can be related to theoretical 
considerations of the role of mediational mechanisms in learning and to 
recent theoretical considerations of memory and attentional functions 
in cognitive development.

Before turning to these considerations, one interpretation 
should be advanced for the performance by grade group 8 with the general 
focusing cue, which is not specifically linked to the following theore
tical considerations. It was noted earlier that only for grade group 8 
did the general focusing cue elicit significantly more efficient per
formance than the specific instance cue performance. A previous study 
using one-instance availability in a four category concept learning 
task found that this condition significantly facilitated performance
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mm compared to no cues available for Sm in this grade range (Plahkln, 
Wblfgang, and Raamuaaen, 1967). It may be that In the preaent study Sm 
performance on the three cue conditions was more a function of £s 
expectations of the task's difficulty than of the actual task Itself.
That Is, the present study vas a two-category task and It Is quite 
possible that the ̂  searched for a more complex solution than was 
actually required. The use of the specific Instance cue condition 
served to limit Ss expectations to some degree (but not necessarily 
significantly more than In the no-cues available condition). However, 
the use of general focusing cue, which was shown to ̂  prior to his 
working on the task, served to "focus" those ̂ s on the possibility that 
the task had an "easy" solution. It Is thus possible that the difference 
between the cue availability conditions for group 8 Is associated with 
£s*s set or expectations about the task.

The relationships between the cue availability conditions 
for the different grade groups can also be compared to the mediational 
approaches which stress the roles of overt and covert verbalisation 
processes In the development of conceptual ability although the test 
of the "goodness of fit" to this type of approach la more difficult 
to make. The Kendler and Kendler approach (1962) has been to compare 
differences in performance on the reversal non-reversal shift paradigm 
with children of different ages. It has been found that pre-school 
children transfer most readily to the non-reversal shift in which the 
relevant dimension Is changed (Kendler, Kendler, and Hells, 1960).
In the age range from 5- to 7-years-of-age a shift occurs to a slight 
preference for the reversal shift in which the same dimension remains
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relevant but the overt reeponee# ere reversed (Kendler and Kendler» 1969). 
For college students a definite preference for the reversal shift 
solution has been found (Kendler and D'Anato» 1955). This chsnge in 
preference for the different solutions in relation to age has been 
interpreted in tens of strict S-R learning in the preschool years and 
to a shift to a mediational S-S process beginning around 5- to 7-years- 
of-age (Kendler and Kendler, 1962).

Ad hoc observations associating language behavior to reversal 
non-reversal shift performance has found that those subjects who prefer 
the non-reversal solution do not nske relevant verbalisations about the 
stimulus material while those subjects preferring the reversal shift 
solution do mske relevant stimulus material verbalisations (Kendler, 1963). 
These observations have led to the conclusion that the ability to 
label the attributes of the relevant dimension is correlated with concept 
shift performance and thus verbalisation is an important aspect of the 
mediational process, although this conclusion is not always felt to be 
warranted (e.g., Wolff, 1967). However, relating the results of the 
reversal shift studies with the present results, it can be noted that 
the age levels in the Kendler studies in which proper verbalisations 
are not usually given, corresponds to grade group P in which the general 
focusing cue was not effective. The age level in the Kendler studies 
at which proper verbalisations are elicited, correspond to the grade 
levels in the present study in which the general focusing cue is most 
effective. In the current study no test of verbalisation related 
to the relevant dimension was made and thus a direct correspondence 
to the Kendler results cannot be tested. The fact that a point was
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■ade of not laboling the genoral focusing cue for the subject in the 
present study would seem to indicate that the present study was not 
confounded by overt labels from the experimenter. The mediation approach 
would probably interpret the superiority of the specific instance cue 
in grade group P to straight S-R learning or conditioning, while the 
superiority of the general focusing cues in the older age groups would 
be interpreted in terms of covert mediation and verbalisation processes.

In their theorising about the growth of cognitive processes, 
both Bruner (1964) and Vohltrill (1962) have emphasised the role of 
the perceptual qualities of, and dependence on, the immediate stimulus 
field in the development of the memory processes of the young child.
As the child matures, according to these theorists, he is seen as making 
more inferences via symbolic representation beyond that provided by 
the immediate stimulus field. In the present study the specific 
instance cues may be thought of as providing immediate stimulus field 
cues while the general focusing cue may be thought of as providing 
information to the subject which is not in the immediate stimulus 
field (i.e. representational or memory information), in terms of the 
location within the task and to the subject and also to the fact that 
these cues were not in the same format as those in the immediate 
stimulus field. Within this framework the 4- and 5-year-old preschool 
children in this experiment (grade group P) could not utilize the 
general focusing cue information as effectively as they could the 
information provided In the immediate stimulus field (the specific 
instance cue) and thus these children can be thought of as being tied 
to the perceptual qualities of the immediate stimulus field (Bruner's
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approach) or dépendant on the information provided by the immediate 
atimulua field (Mohlvill'a approach). That is, it would appear that the 
grade group P Sa are unable to bridge the gap of association between 
the specific instance cue (immediate field information) and the general 
focusing cue (which is outside the immediate field and thus providing 
symbolic or representational information to these Ss).

The Bruner and Uohlwill interpretations and the current results 
are also closely related to recent considerations of the relationship 
between observing responses and spatial variables (Stollnits, 1965). Aa 

observing response is defined as any response that results in exposure 
to a discriminative stimulus. One of the assumptions of observing- 
response theory is that the probability of an observing response occurring 
is based on the spatial separation between the stimulus cue and the 
response. Stollnits's review of these variables (1965) finds that this 
assumption can account for much of the effects of spatial variables in 
discrimination learning with monkeys, chimpanzees and children. It 
can also be related to the current results in that the general focusing 
cue is spatially separated from the immediate stimulus field in which 
the child makes his response while the specific instance cue is located 
within the immediate stimulus field in which the response is made. Thus 
the effects of the cue availability conditions for grade group P can 
be accounted for by two different types of approaches, one related to 
the ability to encode and make inferences beyond the immediate stimulus 
field and the other concerned with the role of attentional factors, i.e. 
the capability to make use of observing responses.

The children in the older grade groups, 2, 5 and 8 (1st throug)i
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9th grades), were able to utilise the inforaatioo provided outside the 
immediate stimulus field (i.e., the general focusing cue) significantly 
better than the no-cues available condition. But only in age group 
8 (7th through 9th grades) did the performance levels significantly 
differ between the general focusing cue and the specific instance cue.
In termm of the Bruner (1964) and Wohlwill (1962) approaches the 
children in grade groups 2 and 5 were able to make effective use of the 
information outside the immediate stimulus field but only for the 
highest grade grotq> did this type of information become significantly 
more effective than immediate field information.

These results can also be interpreted in relation to the role 
of mmmory and mediation. The greater utilisation of the general focusing 
cue with the ̂ s in the higher grade groups may indicate that this 
cue condition involves not "attention" as it was operationally defined 
at the beginning of this study but that, in fact, it involves mediational 
and memory processes. In order for £  to effectively utilise this general 
focusing cue it is required that he is able to call upon mediational 
processes in order to "bridge the association gap" of the cue's function 
and the task itself. Once the £  is able to do this, this cue may be 
serving a memory function. Conversely, it is also possible that the 
specific instance cue originally designated as the "memory" cue mtay not 
involve memory functions at all, but may be doing nothing more than 
specifically calling ̂ s attention to past correct instances.

In terms of the effectivenss of the different cue availability 
conditions for the different age groins, the results can thus be interpreted 
in terms of recent theorizing concerning the role of encoding processes
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and th* leeedlate atlaulus field on children's conceptuel development 
end elso in terms of ettentionel veriebles such es the observing 
response. While the results cen be related to the mediational and 
verbalisation approach, no direct test in terms of verbalisation was 
made.

The line of reasoning developed here, in relation to several 
types of theoretical considerations of the functions of the specific 
instance cue and general focusing cue with Sb of varying grade-level groiqis, 
leads to the conclusion that the functions of these cues change with ̂ s 
developmental level and that the effectiveness of the cues is dependent 
upon Ss ability to utilise mediational or representational forms of 
information. For the preschool (group P) the superiority of the 
specific instance cue indicates that they are bound to perceptually 
immediate field cues and that this cue serves as an attention aid (i.e., 
directs their observations) to past stimulus information. For the older 
^s, the superiority of the general focusing cue indicates that these ̂ s 
are able to effectively utilise representational information outside of 
the immediate stimulus field and thus this cue is associated more with 
mediational and memory processes than was originally supposed. The 
general focusing cue is probably still providing attentional cues to 
the older ̂ s, but the ability to utilise this information as an 
"attentional" cue depends on ̂ s ability to use mediational and symbolic 
information. Thus it would appear that the interrelationship between 
the types of information provided by these two types of cues is dependent 
on £s developmental level.

In addition to the testing of the seven hypotheses that have
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Just bssn discussed snother purpose of the present study vas to explore 
possible sex differences in Group 8 (7th, 8th end 9th grades). The 
results of the replication of Group 8 for both sex groups are now presented 
end discussed.

It was found in the present study that the males performed 
slightly better than the females, thus supporting other evidence that 
males are superior to females on problem-solving tasks (e.g., lyier,
1965). However, the difference between the sexes was a function of the 
stimulus complexity level (Figure 24, p. 94; end Figures 25, p. 95 and 
26, p. 95) and also of specific grade level within group 8 (Figure 27, 
p. 98; Figure 28, p. 98, and Figure 29, p. 99).

The difference between the sexes in relation to the stimulus 
coi^lexity levels is considered first. In the log errors analysis 
(Figure 25, p. 95) the performance of the females followed the traditional 
Bourne and Beetle trend of increased errors %iith increased complexity 
level (Bourne and Beetle, 1959), idiile the performance of the males was 
contrary to this trend, showing a decrease in error rate with increased 
complexity. (This decrease was not significant, however.) This result 
is contrary to that found by Wolfgang (1967b) for college students, in 
which males demonstrated an increased error rate and the females a 
decreased error rate, with an increase from six to seven irrelevant 
dimensions. However, this seemingly apparent contradiction of the 
results of the present study and of the Wolfgang study can be resolved 
by a closer look at the results and what is known about the saliency of 
certain types of dimensions for the two sexes and probably is not due to the 
different ages of the ̂ s in the two studies. As was discussed under
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Bÿpothesls 5, the diæiieions weed for the four, five end six irrelevant 
dimensions problems involved the progressive addition of the following 
irrelevant dimensions: horisontal position of the patterns on the
cards, vertical position of the patterns, and orientation of the patterns 
(in tilted or normal position). These all involved spatial variations 
of the patterns and not variations within the pattern itself. As noted 
previously, males generally have good facility with tasks involving 
spatial perception, while females do not (Maccoby, 1966), and males 
are also able to respond to specific aspects of a stimulus task without 
being hindered by the background or field of the stimulus task while 
females are hindered by the presence of such background information 
(Vitkin at al, 1954; Vitkin et al, 1962). These sexual differences in 
responding to spatial aspects of stimuli have also been extended and 
noted to be important aspects of differences in intellectual functioning 
(Sherman, 1967) and in perception (Vapner and Vemer, 1965). Relating 
these results to the present study, the males in Group 8 were not 
adversely affected by the addition of more spatial irrelevant cues to 
the concept learning task while the females were. In the six irrelevant 
dimensions problem of the Wolfgang study (1967b), the irrelevant 
dimensions were form or nuW)er, color, sise, horizontal position of 
the patterns, orientation of the patterns, and color of background 
field, much the same as in the present study (except for the last 
dimension). On the six irrelevant dimensions problem in Wolfgang's 
study, the females performed significantly more inefficiently than 
the males. This is verified by the present study. Bowever, for 
Wolfgang's seventh irrelevant dimension, a line was added to the pattern
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(i.e. not # npatinl ▼nrlable but an attribute of the pattern 

itaelf). Wolfgang*a aalea auddenly increaaed algnificantly in error 
rata with thia added dimanaion while the feaalea decreaaed in error rate. 
This result can be interpreted by the same line of reasoning, i.e. the 
role of spatial variables in intellectual functioning. Because wales 
ate wore dependent iq>on the inforwation within the field and not tied 
to variations of the background or variations in relation to the background, 
the addition of another attribute of the stiwulus itaelf should adversely 
affect their perforwance as it did in the Wolfgang atudy. The fewales, 
however, are wore adversely affected by the spatial variations and since 
the seventh irrelevant diwension was not spatial in nature, their 
perforwance was not adversely affected. One interpretation of the sex 
differences that occurred in the present studÿ can thus be linked to
the differential role of spatial variations in the stiwulus waterial
for the two sexes.

The difference between the sexes also changed as a function of 
specific grade level within group 8. Figures 27, p. 98, and 28, p. 98, 
showed the differences between the two sexes increased with increase in 
specific grade level (7th through 9th grades) on the tiwe to solution 
snd rate of responding wsasures. The difference between the sexes 
becawe significant for the 9th graders but was not significant for the 
7th and 8th graders. The sex differences did increase with grade level 
for these Sb. This developwental approach to the growth of these sex 
differences is coeplicated by the results which occurred on the errors 
analysis (Figure 29, p. 99). On this analysis the difference between the
sexes was significant for the 7th graders, was not significant for the 8th
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graders* and approached aignlficance for the 9th graders. The error 
rate for the males stayed at approximately the same level across the 
three grade levels While the performance of the females started at a 
higher error rate for the 7th graders* decreased for the 8th graders* 
and then increased slightly for the 9th grade females. These differences 
in results between the log errors analysis and the rate of responding 
snalysis can be partially tied to the relationship of these two variables 
for this age group. The correlation between rate of reaponding and log 
errora was -.3436 for the males in group 8 and was -.4476 for the 
femsles (Tsble 20* p. 84). Thus the degree of relationship between these 
two varisbles was not as high for the msles as for the females.

Another possible interpretation of the sex differences 
discussed above is that the E of this experiment was femsle. In this 
adolescent period of the ̂ s (7th throuÿi 9th graders) it is quite possible 
that the motivation of the ̂  on the task would be affected by the sex 
of the While there is little evidence on this topic in relation to 
cognitive tasks for ̂ s of the grade level being studied here* some 
studies have found that b  of the opposite sex of the Sb do elicit 
higher efficiency from the Sb than do Es of the same sex (Kuhn* 1960; 
Stevenson and Allen* 1964). In the present study this could be the case* 
as the male £s performed more efficiently than the female Ss and the 
£  was female. Bowever* even with this explanation of the results* it 
would seem that the degree of relationship is also affected by %  

educational grade level or age* since the degrees of efficiency changed 
with the specific grade level.

Several interpretations of the results are offered in terms
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of the eex differences that occurred in group 8. Iheae include sex 
differences due to the seliency of the cues, perticulerly in relation to 
spatial variables, the development of eex differences with age, and the 
motivation of £  on the teak being affected by the sex of the E. Probably 
a combination of these interpretations would best explain the results 
that occurred, but there are many questions yet to be more fully 
explored by further research in this area.

Finally, in regard to cue saliency, it was noted in the 
results of the present study that there were no significant differences 
for any of the grade groins with the use of different relevant dimensions. 
The problem-type of form-relevant resulted in the same performance 
levels as color-relevant. This is not always the case, however. In 
a replication of the preschool group in this study (Group P) with low- 
socio-economic males enrolled in Head Start classes (Rasmussen and 
Pishkin, 1969) it was found that the problem-type of form-relevant 
elicited significantly more efficient performance levels than the 
problem-type of color-relevant (t » 1.70, 43 df, £<.05). This 
difference was found to hold for the no cues available condition only 
(t " 2.68, 13 £<.01). It is quite probable that the differences
between these two groups of preschool %  on the seliency of the two 
relevant dimensions (i.e., form and color) can be related to the 
different environmental background of the Sb, The ̂ s in the present 
study were enrolled in a private school in a high-socio-economic 
area. These Sb were obviously more aware of stimulus attribute 
differences for both dimensions (form and color) than were the low- 
socio-economic Ss. However, the low-socio-economic ̂  were able to
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take advmatmg# of both the goooral focualnc cue end apeclfic Inatance 
cue to sake both problem-type# equally salient. Saliency of cues can 
thus be associated «d.th Ss socio-economic background.

Some Implications 
The similarity of the performance with specific instance 

cues and the general focusing cues, which have been operationally 
defined as representing 'HMmory" and "attentional" functions in concept 
learning situations, calls for further evaluation of the interrelationship 
of these operations and functions as they are now conceived. The 
influence of the specific instance cues (previously linked to the 
memory requirements of the task) and the general focusing cue (previously 
linked to the attentional requirements of the task) was to significantly 
improve performance at all but the lowest levels of stimulus complexity 
used in this study. The effects of both types of cues upon performance 
were similar in the context of the two-category card-sorting task used 
in this experiment. Only at the highest levels of complexity, in the 
early stages of performance and in the higher grade grouping of children 
studied, did the two types of cues become differentiated. However, the 
ability of Ss o^different grade groups to effectively utilise these 
cues varied with ̂ s grade group and the results that have been discussed 
indicate that perhaps the operationally defined functions of these cues 
are not correct. The superiority of the specific instance cue for the 
preschool children (Group P) suggests that the function of this cue 
is to call attention to specific past instances and provide a rudisentary 
type of memory aid that is strictly tied to the immediate stimulus field. 
The superiority of the general focusing cue with the grade school Ss
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(groups 2 and 5) and particularly with the Junior high school S» (group 8) 
auggaata that thia cue provided memory and attentional information 
connected with mediational and ayabolic proceaaea. These results indicate 
that the primary functions of these t«ro types of cues have been incorrectly 
classified, and that the specific instance cue is the “attentional” 
cue and that the general focusing cue is the “memory” cue.

This study also serves to point out some areas needing 
further investigation. One question regards the saliency of the relevant 
and irrelevant cues for the Ss. While the present study has shown that 
experimental manipulations to direct attention to specific aspects 
of the stimuli result in improved performance levels, the results for 
the replication on sex in grade group 8 has also served to point out 
that the saliency of the irrelevant cues within the stimulus setting 
plays an important role which has yet to receive significant experi
mental attention. One possible way to further investigate this problem 
would be to obtain individual assessments of cue salienqr from the 
8b, as Suchman and Trabasso (1966a) did with children, or by the 
relevant redundant cue approach now being investigated by Trabasso and 
Bower (1968), and then have the ̂ s work on tasks in which cues of various 
saliency levels are relevant or irrelevant.

It is also possible that attentional factors have other 
roles in the learning process besides those that have already been 
considered (i.e. spatial relationships of cues to response, directing 
attention and encoding processes by experimental manipulation, salienqr 
of irrelevant stimulus dimensions). In comparing this study to other 
studies with children, for example, it is noticeable that the mean
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aumb#r of error# was considerably leas in the present atudy even «hen 
only the no cues available condition means are compared. In thia atwty 
the mean errora for grade groups P and 2 on the two irrelevant dimensions 
problem on the no cues available condition were 22.6 and 2.2 (Appendix 
II, Table 33, p. 152). In the Osier and Kofalqr atudy (1965), with the 
stimulus dimensions present, the mean errors were 55, 52, and 28 for the 
4-, 6-, and 8-year-old groups of subjects. This appears to be quite a 
large difference in error rate. Procedurely there were several differences 
between these two studies. The present stud̂ r was a card-sorting task, 
used corrective feedback, provided information feedback to the Ss for 
each response ("Right" or "Wrong"), had a criterion of 16 consecutive 
correct responses, and provided no pretraining in procedure or discrimi
nation abilities. The Osier and Kofslqr study (1965), on the other hand, 
presented the stimuli on a display panel with a lever for the subject 
to indicate his response choice, provided a marble reinforcement for 
correct responses, had a criterion of 10 consecutive correct responses, 
and had discrimination tests and trial runs on the apparatus prior to 
the concept learning task. With the pretraining, the less strict 
criterion, and the marble reward, it would appear at first that the Osier 
and Kofsky subjects would be at an advantage over the present study 
subjects, but there are other contraindications for this. The 
Osier and Kofsky task situation was more complex, with apparatus, 
levers and physical rewards; that is, there would appear to be many 
more distractina elements within the immediate test situation. It 
is thus quite possible that those subjects spent more time attending 
to the apparatus and marbles than to the stimulus material. In the
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pressât stu^F ths subjscts handled and placed the atinulna material into 
the categories and thus probably spent more time attending to the stimulus 
material itself. Another major difference between the studies is the 
type of feedback used. The present study used corrective and informa
tional feedback; the only type of feedback in the Oeler and Kofsky stu^F 
was a marble. It is suggested the differences in the results of these 
two studies is based on a combination of these factors, i.e. the role 
of distracting variablea within the immediate test situation and the 
differences in the feedback conditions. In relation to the role of 
corrective feedback, Pishkin (1967) found for college Ss that the use 
of corrective and informational feedback for both "Bight" and "Wrong" 
category choices In a no-cues available (i.e. 0-availabiliQr) condition, 
elicited significantly st^rior performance to a similar experiment 
in which corrective feedback was not used (Pishkin and Wolfgang, 1967).
The difference in the roles of the feedback conditions receives con
firmation by a recent study by Spence and Dunton (1967) in which both 
lower- and middle-class children performed better with "Bight" and 
"Wrong" reinforcement than with a candy reward on a discrimination 
learning task.

Another question that the present study raises is in relation 
to sex of E and ̂  sex differences. There was a strong indication that 
some of the differences which occurred between male and female £s may 
have been due to the different degrees of saliency of the irrelevant 
cues used in this study for the two sex groups in the 7th, 8th and 9th 
grades. More eiqploration of the role of these cues as both relevant and 
irrelevant dimensions is needed. In addition, the possible effect of &
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##% on S» porfonwneo level bee eome Intereetlng educetlonel lapllcetlone 
thet need to be etudled. The reeulte would euggeet thet for the beet 
efficiency of etudente we need to utilise teechere of oppoeite eex 
for the etudente, et leeet for the grade levele in which the eex 
variable wee inveetigated here. Another queetion involvee the extent 
of theee £  eex differencee as a function of the eex of E and age or 
grade level of £e.

While thie etudy hee ehown that cues which have been operation
ally defined ae related to aenoty and attentional aepecte of concept 
learning do have an effect on the performance levele that are obtained, 
the relationehip that occurs ie dependent on etimulue complexity level, 
stage of learning, grade level of subject, and individual differencee in 
the saliency of irrelevant dimensions. It would be quite valuable to 
have more information on the reletionshipe of theee operationally 
defined functions of memory and attention with individual and independent 
aesessmente of theee functions ae with psychometric evaluation of memory 
and attentional processes. There is a beginning to this effort in 
relation to memory functions with college students (Bunderson, 1967; 
Blaine-and Dunham, 1968; Dunham and Bunderson, 1968) and to attentional 
factors %fith the previously mentioned approaches of Suchman amd 
Trabasso (1966b) and Trabasso and Bower (1968). These approaches and 
other new ones need to be extended to different age levels and to 
relationships with different types of cue availebility and feedback 
conditions within the concept learning framework.



CHAPTER VII 

SlMfABl AMD CONCLUSIONS

R*c#ot theorising in cognitive development has been etreeeing 
the possible functions of memory and attentional processes as under* 
lying the changes which occur in the growth of cognitive abilities. 
There is an accumulation of evidence from the experimental investiga
tion of mathematical models of concept identification indicating 
the i^ortant role of attentional and memory factors in concept 
learning tasks. Specific experimental manipulations within the 
concept identification paradigm have been linked with these factors. 
More specifically, past stimulus availability has been associated with 
the memory requirements of the concept learning task. In addition, 
the use of various types of dimensional eophasisers (e.g., pretraining 
and determination of dimensional preferences or manipulations changing 
the "noticeability" of specific stimulus attributes) have been linked 
to the attentional aspects of concept learning.

The overall purpose of A e  present study was fourfold:
A. Role of Attention and Memory Requirements.

The first goal was to compare the effectiveness 
and interrelatedness of eiq̂ erinental msnipulations 
linked to the "attentional" and "memory" require
ments of concept learning tasks. Much of A e  current 
resear A  has been concerned with only one or A e  
oAer of Aese functions. It was a hypothesis of

130
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th« pr«i«Bt study that sxpsrlMiital ■aolpulatlons 
of "mttsotion" and 'Waory” are cloaaly ralatad 
in taras of perforaanca.

B. Balationahlp of Coaolexity with Attantion and Memory 
Aida.

Tha aacond goal was to invaatigata tha ralationship 
of "attantion" and 'Waocy" aids to variations in 
task eoaplaxity. It was hypothaaisad that thaaa 
aids would hava littla affact on tasks of low 
coaplaxity lavala, but aa task coaplasity ineraaaaa 
thaaa aids would substantially iaprova perforaanca 
conparad to conditions in which no cues are provided.

C. Ralationship of Aaa to Attantion and Memory Aida.
Tha third goal was to ascertain tha relationship 

of *Waory" a ^  "attration" for children of different 
educational lavala. It was hypothaaisad that thaaa 
aids would hava aora of an affact on tha perforaanca 
of tha younger than for tha older It was also 
hypothaaisad that "attentional" aids would lead to 
tha beat performance for all grade groupings.

D. Esploration of Sax. Attention and Memory.
Tha fourth goal was to explore possible sax différ

ences in concept learning in an adolescent groi^ of 
Sa. Soma previous research has indicated that sex 
diffarancaa do occur and that thaaa differences 
may be ralatad to different attantion and memory 
capabilities of tha two sexes. Bowever, tha role 
of thaaa influences in a concept learning situation 
has not bean sufficiently investigated.

Thus, the purpose of tha present atudÿ was to compare the 
effectiveness of a specific peat instance cue (linked to the memory 
requirements of the task) and a general focusing cue (linked to the 
attentional aspects of the task) to the use of no cues in a two- 
choice concept learning task as a function of age, sex and task 
complexity.

The design of the present experiment was basically 4 x 3 x 3  

factorial. The Ss were 180 males from 4-year-old preschool through
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9th grade cleeaes divided into four grade groups. As a supplementary 
study concerned with the sex variable, the oldest grade group (7th 
through 9th graders) was replicated with 45 femsles. Three conditions 
of cue availebility were utilised: 1) specific instance cue (the last
correct past instance remsined visible within each card-sorting 
category); 2) general focusing cue (the levels of the relevant 
dimension were shown to the £  and left e:q>osed throughout the task) ; 
and 3) no cues available. Three levels of stimulus complexity were 
used within each grade group, with the complexity levels increasing 
with age. In addition, two problem-types were used: form or color
relevant.

The hypothesis that e:q>erimental msnipulations "attention" 
and "memory" are closely related was supported. The influence of 
both types of cues (the specific instance cue and the general focusing 
cue) was to significantly ii^rove performsnce co^ared to no cues 
available at all but the lowest levels of complexity. The effective
ness of these cues became differentiated only in the early stages of 
performance, at the highest complexity levels and for the oldest 
group of ̂ s. In all these cases, the general focusing cue elicited 
superior performance over the specific instance cue.

The overall effect of the general focusing cue was to 
eliminate the effects of task complexity; with this cue, increases 
in stimulus complexity did not produce changes in performance.
However, with no cues present, the traditional result of decreased 
efficiency with increased complexity occurred, supporting the Bourne 
and Beetle madel of concept identification (Bourne and Beetle, 1959).
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With th# mpeeiflc instance cue the effects of complexity were lessened, 
although e significant increase in errors did occur between the middle 
snd high complexity levels. These results indicate that the assumption 
of "cua additivity" (all varying dimensions in the stimulus complex 
add to task difficulty, i.e., equal "attention" values) of the Bourne 
and Beetle model and the "no-memory" assumption of the Beetle model 
(Beetle, 1961; 1962) are inadequate in explaining concept learning 
performance of this study. The Bower and Trabasso model (1964) which 
considers two processes in concept learning, stimulus selection and 
association of response to particular values of the relevant dimension, 
spears to give a more adequate explanation of ̂ s performance rates 
in terms of the current results.

The hypothesis that the general focusing cue would lead to 
the best performance in all grade groups was partially supported.
For the 1st through 9th grade Ss the general focusing cue did lead 
to the best performsnce. However, for the youngest grade group 
(4-year-old preschool and kindergarten Sa) the specific instance cue 
produced the best performance. This result can be interpreted in 
terms of dependence of these young ̂ s on the immediate stimulus 
field (Wohlwill, 1962; Bruner, 1964) in relation to both the encoding 
process (Bruner, 1964) and the role of attentional variables (Stollnitz, 
1964; Zxqporoshets, 1960), and can also be related to the operation of 
the mediational hypothesis (Kendler snd Kendler, 1962). Considered 
in this framework, the finding that the difference in performance 
levels for these two types of cues is significant only for the oldest 
grade group would indicate that the growth of representational and
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Mdlatlonal systcM and reliance on information outside the immediate 
atimulua field is a gradual process. These results also lead to 
the conclusion that the effective utilisation of different types of 
cue availebility conditions is dependent on Ss developmental level.
The generel focusing cue, considered to be primarily an attentional 
aid, does not provide effective information to the £  until he can 
utilise symbolic information and thus is dependent on Ss memory and/or 
mediational abilities.

The hypothesis that the specific instance and general focusing 
cuss would influence the younger ̂  more than the older ̂ a was supported 
by the trend, hut not significantly. An adequate test of this hypo
thesis was not feasible because of the increasing complexity levels 
over grade level in the design of the experiment.

The sex differences occurred with changes in co^lexity in 
the adolescent group (7th through 9th grade Sb ), with males becoming 
more efficient with increased complexity and females becoming less 
efficient. This finding emphasises the plausible role of sex differ
ences in cue saliency and the role of the saliency of the irrelevant 
dimensions on concept learning. While these sex differences may be 
specifically related to previous findings on the role of spatial 
variations of stimulus elements for the two sexes, it is also possible 
that they may be related to the sex of For all groups of Sb there 
were no differences in the saliency of the relevant dimension. All 
groups performed equally well on the color and form problem types.

This stu^ points out the need for further investigation 
of the relationship between individual differences in cue saliency
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and concept lemming perfonmnce» pmrticulmrly In relation to sex 
differences, in order to further understand the role of saliency 
factors In concept learning.

In conclusion, this investigation has shown that experimental 
manipulations of "attention" and "memory" effect efficiency of concept 
learning. Within this stu^ the effectiveness of attention and memory 
cues was dependent on the age and sex of the £, complexity of the task, 
and the stage of learning. A demonstrated need for further investi
gation of these functions has been presented, particularly in relation 
to individual assessments of cue saliency and memory abilities for 
the two sexes and levels of development.
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ImtmctlOM— Ho Cue Condition

Listen carefully to what I am going to aay. When I aay "Begin”,
take the first card (B pointing to file of stimulus cards). Show me
where you think each of the cerds should go, here or here (B pointing 
to the two slots of the wood tray). I will tell you if you are 
right or wrong. Tou then place the card face down in the correct 
slot and then take the next card.

Try to be rig^t as often as you can. I will stop you when you 
have correctly placed 16 cards in a row. Whenever you think you can 
tell me the correct answer you msy tell me what you think the 
solution is.

Are you ready to begin?

Instructions— Specific Cue Condition

Listen carefully to idiat I am going to say. When I say "Begin",
take the first card (E pointing to file of stimulus cards). Show me
where you think each of the cards should go, here or here (E pointing 
to the two slots of the wood tray). I will tell you if you are right 
or wrong. You then place the card face u£ in the correct slot and 
then take the next card.

Try to be right as often as you can. I will stop you when you 
have correctly placed 16 cards in a row. Whenever you think you can 
tell me the correct answer you may tell me lAat you think the solution 
is.

Are you ready to begin?
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Cernerai Cue Condition

Lieten carefully to «bat I am going to aay. When I aay 
“Begin", take the firat card (E pointing to file of atlmulus cards).
Show me where you think each of the cards should go, here or here (E 
pointing to the two slots of the wood tray). I will tell you if you 
are ri^t or wrong. You then place the card face down in the correct 
slot and then take the next card.

(E shows the General Cue attribute cards.) These cards show 
one of the ways that the cards you'll be seeing are different from 
each other. We'll leave these cards here (placed to the side of the 
wood trey) and yon may look at them whenever you want to.

Try to be right as often as you can. I will stop you when 
you have correctly placed 16 cards in a row. Whenever you think you 
can tell me the correct answer you may tell me what you think the solution 
is.

Are you ready to begin?
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Table 30
Means of Log(%+l) Errors for Ho Cue (NC), Specific Cue (SC)

and General Cue (GC) Availability Conditions for
each Complexity Level and Grade Group

Complexity Level 1 2 3 Total

Grade MC 0.6123 3.6323 5.0058 3.0834
Group SC 0.3714 0.9327 2.5813 1.2952
P GC 1.7126 2.8520 2.3183 2.2876

Sum 0.8988 2.4657 3.3018 2.2221

Complexity Level 2 3 4 Total

Grade HC 0.4317 2.2285 3.5604 2.0735
Group SC 1.8672 0.3964 2.4710 1.5776
2 GC 0.9855 1.0415 0.3362 0.7878

Sum 1.0949 1.2221 2.1219 1.4796

Complexity Level 3 4 5 Total

Grade NC 0.2408 3.6120 3.5412 2.4647
Group SC 1.0926 0.5169 1.3042 0.9712
5 GC 0.1806 0.4451 1.6107 0.7455

Sum 0.5047 1.5246 2.1520 1.3938

Co«q»lexity Level 4 5 6 Total

Grade NC 2.2663 1.4531 0.8123 1.5106
Group SC 0.8359 1.0676 0.9236 0.9424
8M GC 0.4919 0.3714 0.3964 0.4199

Sum 1.1980 0.9641 0.7108 0.9576

Coi^lexity Level 4 5 6 Total

Grade NC 1.0105 3.0880 1.9093 2.0026
Group SC 1.8345 1.4172 1.9863 1.7460
8F GC 0.4567 0.4760 2.0057 0.9794

Sum 1.1006 1.6604 1.9671 1.5760
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Table 31
Ntens of Log(xfl) Time to Solution (In Minutes) for No Cue (NC),
Specific Cue (SC) and General Cue (GC) Availability Conditions

for each Complexity Level and Grade Group

Complexity 1 2 3 Total

Grade NC .4921 .8905 .9442 .7756
Group SC .3700 .5202 .7078 .5327
P GC .5474 .6659 .6717 .6284

Sum .4698 .6922 .7746 .6456

Complexity 2 3 4 Total

Grade NC .4344 .6581 .7732 .6219
Group SC .6346 .2998 .6396 .5247
2 GC .4583 .5067 .3654 .4434

Sum .5091 .4882 .5927 .5300

Complexity 3 4 5 Total

Grade NC .3130 .7102 .7512 .5915
Group SC .4313 .4046 .5112 .4490
5 GC .2503 .3672 .4512 .3563

Sum .3316 .4940 .5712 .4656

Complexity 4 5 6 Total

Grade NC .5912 .4189 .3859 .4653
Group SC .3640 .3926 .4854 .4140
8M GC .3385 .2400 .3420 .3068

Sum .4312 .3505 .4044 .3954

Complexity > 4 5 6 Total

Grade NC .4329 .6807 .4936 .5357
Group SC .4395 .4567 .5999 .4987
8F GC .2747 .3526 .5750 .4008

Sum .3824 .4967 .5562 .4784
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Table 32
Mmiis of Rate of Raapomding for No Cue (NC), Specific Cue (SC)

and Ganeral Cue (GC) Availability Conditions for
each Coi^lexity Level and Grade Group

Complexity Level 1 2 3 Total

Grade NC 12.77 10.42 9.44 10.88
Group SC 15.28 13.03 13.30 13.87
P GC 13.03 13.61 12.11 12.91

Sum 13.69 12.35 11.62 12.55

Complexity Level 2 3 4 Total

Grade NC 12.82 11.78 11.60 12.07
Group SC 11.15 20.68 12.27 14.70
2 GC 15.16 13.30 17.10 15.19

Sum 13.04 15.25 13.66 13.98

Covflexity Level 3 4 5 Total

Grade NC 19.42 13.32 12.51 15.08
Group SC 18.83 13.51 16.61 16.31
5 GC 22.47 19.62 18.03 20.04

Sum 20.24 15.48 15.72 17.15

Complexity Level 4 5 6 Total

Grade NC 15.16 23.04 20.04 19.41
Group SC 20.84 19.16 16.47 18.82
8M GC 19.02 25.96 16.53 20.51

Sum 18.34 22.72 17.68 19.58

Complexity Level 4 5 6 Total

Grade NC 16.90 13.34 20.90 17.05
Group SC 20.37 17.98 13.71 17.35
8F GC 25.23 18.73 14.35 19.44

Sum 20.84 16.68 16.32 17.72
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Table 33
Msans of Number of Errors for No Cue (NC), Specific Cue (SC)

and General Cue (GC) Availability Conditions
for each Complexity Level and Grade Group

Complexity Level 1 2 3 Total

Grade NC 3.4 22.6 33.6 19.9
Group SC 1.4 4.8 16.0 7.4
P GC 11.4 19.8 15.2 15.5

Sum 5.4 15.7 21.6 14.2

Coaqplexity Level 2 3 4 Total

Grade NC 2.2 14.8 25.0 14.0
Group SC 11.8 1.4 16.8 10.0
2 GC 5.4 6.6 1.4 4.5

6.5 7.6 14.4 9.5

Complexity Level 3 4 5 Total

Grade NC 1.0 24.0 25.0 16.7
Group SC 5.6 2.4 7.8 5.3
5 GC 0.8 2.4 11.4 4.8

Sum 2.5 9.6 14.7 8.9

Complexity Level 4 5 ~  6 Total

Grade NC 14.8 4.5 4.2 7.8
Group SC 5.2 6.6 5.2 5.7
8M GC 2.4 1.4 1.6 1.8

Sum 7.5 4.2 3.7 5.1

Co^lexity Level 4 5 6 Total

Grade NC 6.2 20.6 13.2 13.3
Group SC 12.4 8.6 12.4 11.1
8F GC 2.8 2.8 13.6 6.4

Sum 7.1 10.7 13.1 10.3
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Table 34
Mm w s  of Time to Solution in Minute# for No Cue (NC)» Specific Cue (SC)

and Genaral Coe (GC) Availability Condition#
for each Complexity Level and Grade Group

Complexity Level 1 2 3 Total

Grade NC 2.75 7.21 8.25 6.07
Group SC 1.36 2.62 5.74 3.24
P GC 3.55 5.93 4.70 4.72

Sum 2.55 5.25 6.23 4.68

Complexity Level 2 3 4 Total

Grade NC 1.78 5.12 6.53 4.48
Group SC 4.16 1.01 4.51 3.23
2 GC 2.22 2.99 1.35 2.19

Sum 2.72 3.04 4.13 3.30

Complexity Level 3 4 5 Total

Grade NC 1.10 4.88 7.40 4.46
Group SC 2.02 1.58 2.45 2.02
5 GC 0.78 1.62 2.75 1.72

Sum 1.30 2.89 4.20 2.95

Co^lexlty Level 4 5 6 Total

Grade HC 4.01 1.70 1.55 2.42
Group SC 1.45 1.58 2.72 1.92
8M GC 1.25 0.74 1.26 1.08

Sum 2.24 1.33 1.85 1.82

Complexity Level 4 5 6 Total

Grade NC 1.94 4.70 2.83 3.15
Group SC 2.46 2.18 3.83 2.82
8F GC 0.94 1.29 3.83 2.02

Sum 1.78 2.72 3.50 2.67
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Table 35
Grade Group P: Original Data for Error Scores (E), Time to

Solution in Minutea (T) and Bate of Beaponding (B)

Cô pleacity
Level 1 2 3

Score E T R E T R E T R

1 1.75 10.86 8 9.42 6.26 51 9.97 9.63
1 1.28 14.84 44 10.07 9.53 34 9.42 10.51

No
0 0.73 21.92 6 3.78 10.05 2 3.50 5.71

Cue
13 8.03 6.48 11 4.63 14.47 37 7.83 12.26
2 1.95 9.74 44 8.13 11.81 44 10.57 9.08

1 1.17 16.24 10 4.12 9.95 36 7.83 12.26
2 1.32 14.39 3 1.05 18.10 16 13.52 3.62

Specific
2 1.80 16.67 3 1.08 17.59 1 0.88 20.45

Cue
2 1.60 11.88 7 4.62 10.61 2 1.33 15.04
0 0.93 17.20 1 2.25 8.89 25 5.15 15.15

1 1.65 10.30 40 9.98 9.62 2 1.52 14.47
2 2.23 14.80 1 0.83 20.48 47 9.75 9.85

General
2 1.10 17.27 55 15.75 6.10 0 0.92 17.39

Cue
1 1.32 14.39 0 1.13 14.16 22 4.95 11.92
51 11.45 8.38 3 1.98 17.68 5 6.38 6.90
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Tmbl# 36
Crade Group 2: Original Data for Error Scoraa (E), Time to

Solution in Minutea (T) and Bate of Responding (R)

Conplexity
Level 2 3 4

Score E T R E X R E T R

1 2.13 9.39 45 14.33 6.70 53 11.92 8.05
5 2.87 9.76 19 6.28 9.08 1 1.08 16.67

No
2 1.33 15.04 1 1.00 19.00 4 1.77 15.25

Cue
0 1.22 13.11 3 1.50 13.33 43 8.93 10.75
3 1.37 16.79 6 2.50 10.80 24 8.93 7.28

1 2.70 9.26 1 0.83 21.69 1 0.98 19.39
14 5.50 8.00 1 1.28 13.28 1 1.58 10.76

Specific
42 9.80 9.08 1 0.98 19.39 34 9.17 8.50

Cue
1 1.42 14.79 1 0.72 23.61 5 2.13 11.68
1 1.37 14.60 3 1.22 25.41 43 8.70 11.03

1 1.15 14.78 1 1.02 18.63 1 0.80 21.25
2 1.77 11.30 1 2.12 10.38 1 1.23 13.01

General
21 5.63 12.79 3 1.35 14.07 3 1.22 21.01

Cue
3 1.72 17.44 25 9.20 6.63 0 1.93 8.29
0 0.82 19.51 3 1.25 16.80 2 1.57 21.66
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Table 37
Grade 6roiq> 5: Original Data for Error Scorea (E), Tine to

Solution in Minutea (T) and Bate of Beaponding (R)

ConplejdLty
Level 3 4 5

Score E T B E T R E T R

0 1.95 10.19 0 1.25 12.80 28 4.98 13.86
1 1.00 20.00 43 8.12 11.82 49 11.87 8.09

No
0 0.73 21.92 8 2.45 11.84 0 1.00 16.00

Cue
1 0.80 25.00 22 4.58 18.12 46 18.20 5.27
3 1.00 20.00 47 8.00 12.00 2 0.93 19.35

17 4.70 17.66 1 2.10 8.57 1 0.80 22.50
2 1.07 18.69 5 2.23 9.87 4 3.58 11.17

Specific
3 0.90 22.22 0 1.28 12.50 4 1.58 13.29

Cue
1 0.72 26.39 3 1.10 19.09 16 3.67 14.71
5 2.72 9.19 3 1.20 17.50 14 2.62 21.37

0 0.60 23.53 0 0.63 25.40 2 2.52 7.14
1 0.83 22.89 0 0.63 25.40 52 9.05 10.61

General
0 0.68 23.53 9 4.37 8.47 1 0.88 19.32

Cue
0 0.92 17.39 2 1.67 12.57 0 0.55 29.09
3 0.80 25.00 1 0.80 26.25 2 0.75 24.00
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Table 38
Grade Group 8M: Original Data for Error Scores (E), Time to

Solution in Minutea (T) and Rate of Responding (R)

Complexity
Level 4 5 6

Score E T R E T R E T R

4 1.75 11.43 2 1.88 15.96 13 2.85 14.74
21 8.57 7.00 17 1.97 28.93 1 0.95 17.89

No
2 0.97 18.56 20 2.50 22.40 1 0.97 17.53

Cue
45 7.80 12.31 1 0.68 30.88 4 2.23 19.28
2 0.98 26.53 5 1.47 17.01 2 0.78 30.77

11 2.32 13.36 3 1.28 17.97 8 8.18 5.62
0 0.55 29.09 14 2.38 16.39 6 1.93 18.65

Specific
1 0.95 20.00 2 0.82 21.95 3 1.32 15.91

Cue
13 2.60 18.85 13 2.58 17.83 7 1.42 16.20
1 0.83 22.89 1 0.83 21.69 2 0.77 25.97

3 1.18 17.80 2 0.75 26.67 0 0.88 18.18
7 2.32 15.52 1 0.63 26.98 3 0.80 23.75

General
0 0.80 20.00 1 0.67 25.37 1 0.97 17.53

Cue
1 1.25 16.80 1 0.87 26.44 1 2.30 7.39
1 0.68 25.00 2 0.78 24.36 3 1.33 15.79
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Table 39
Grade Group 8F: Original Data for Error Scorea (E), Time to

Solution in Minutea (T) and Rate of Reaponding (R)

Complexity
Level 4 5 6

Score E T R E T R E T R

5 1.63 15.34 44 10.08 9.52 1 0.45 48.89
18 4.58 13.76 1 1.07 15.89 5 1.67 14.97

No
1 1.30 16.15 12 3.40 17.65 12 2.67 13.11

Cue
6 1.43 17.48 45 6.72 14.29 1 1.28 15.63
1 0.78 21.79 1 2.25 9.33 47 8.07 11.90

1 0.98 21.43 11 3.12 16.35 1 1.97 9.14
51 8.05 U.93 3 0.85 22.35 1 0.77 25.97

Specific
1 0.68 25.00 2 1.15 18.26 2 2.12 8.96

Cue
3 1.20 22.50 24 4.72 14.83 17 4.80 14.58
6 1.38 21.01 3 1.05 18.10 41 9.50 9.89

1 0.67 25.37 1 1.00 23.00 3 1.13 16.81
12 1.93 19.17 1 1.75 10.29 37 6.13 13.54

General
0 0.78 20.51 2 1.33 18.80 5 1.57 14.65

Cue
0 0.55 29.09 9 1.63 16.56 23 9.50 7.47
1 0.75 32.00 1 0.72 25.00 0 0.83 19.28


